
Transcript: Encouragement  
 

11:59 
pm  

lollydaskal:  Welcome everyone to our community of courageous conversations. So 
glad you can join us! Tonight we welcome @encouraging 
#leadfromwithin  

11:59 
pm  

helenantholis:  @dapancost See you next week Dave #leadfromwithin  

11:59 
pm  

heart_path:  Hi all. Looking forward to joining the conversation! #leadfromwithin  

11:59 
pm  

mccellarangel:  Seeking link for tonight's Tweetup #leadfromwithin  

    

  
 Encouraging:  @earthliz Thanks so much for making it happen Liz!!! :) 

#Leadfromwithin  

 helenantholis:  Greetings everyone. Helen here! #leadfromwithin  

 earthliz:  Joining #leadfromwithin with @Encouraging and @LollyDaskal  

 dianaantholis:  @dailywhip @dianaantholis _ It's called #leadfromwithin - I do it from 
my biz handle @worksmarta - I cohost in a few wks! #morningwhip  

 lynnfishman:  Hi everyone. Glad to be joining you! #leadfromwithin  

 scedmonds:  Good evening, LFW colleagues - happy to be here! #leadfromwithin  

 ProvThree:  Evening all. #leadfromwithin  

 eLifeMinistry:  Hello looking forward to a great evening. #Leadfromwithin  

 scedmonds:  RT @mccellarangel: Seeking link for tonights Tweetup 
http://tweetchat.com/room/leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

 jesselynstoner:  I'm joining @LollyDaskal and guest @encouraging on #LeadFromWithin 
tweetchat 8pm est. <Join us!  

12:01 
am  

Encouraging:  Hello, everyone! I'm so glad you're here! #Leadfromwithin  

12:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q1: What is encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:01 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Amie here Happy to be here and ready to be encouraged. #leadfromwithin  

12:01 
am  

Stormgaga:  RT @Encouraging: Hello, everyone! I'm so glad you're here! 
#Leadfromwithin  



12:01 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  all can use #encouragement - join me as we gain insight - tweet live with 
@lollydaskal & @encouragement #LeadFromWithin  

12:01 
am  

Twylah:  Hello! Kids coming home soon, but I want to chat as long as possible! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:01 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q1: What is encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:01 
am  

bettyjeanbell:  @dianaantholis SWEET! Keep me posted! I'd love to be on 
#leadfromwithin ! I have a friend who I think would love it too! 
#morningwhip  

12:02 
am  

heart_path:  A1: Encouragement, at its core, is providing hope. It is act and art of 
supporting another. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

Simon_GB:  Ciao,good evening,bonsoir everybody, greetings, #leadfromwithin 
#leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

worksmarta:  Hi everyone! Diana here. Ready to talk encouragement! It's so important 
#leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: Encouragement is the expression of thankfulness and confidence in 
others intentions and actions. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

lynnfishman:  Encouragement is holding the light for someone else until they can see it 
in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

sleveo:  Stop waiting for the right time. #leadfromwithin via @LollyDaskal  

12:02 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @heart_path: A1: Encouragement, at its core, is providing hope. It is 
act and art of supporting another. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

heart_path:  Beautiful! RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is holding the light for 
someone else until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

Encouraging:  A1 Having "heart" for the other when the others "heart" fails> 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  @Simon_GB hello! captain. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

ProvThree:  The fact that the word "encouraging" has the word "courage" embedded 
speaks volumes #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

mccellarangel:  A1. Nurturing guidance rooted in compassion. #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Encouragement is an expression of support #leadfromwithin  

12:02 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  @LollyDaskal The Greek word translated encouragement includes 
consolation, exhortation, & comfort. Practical assistance 
#LeadFromWithin A1  



12:03 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @scedmonds: A1: Encouragement is the expression of thankfulness 
and confidence in others intentions and actions. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

akminx:  RT @lollydaskal: Q1: What is encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q1: What is encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Yes! RT @heart_path: A1: Encouragement, at its core, is providing hope. 
It is act and art of supporting another. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

Twylah:  A1. Holding a like vibration for someone's intentions. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

My_WebEvent:  Hello Everyone! Steph here with @My_WebEvent! Looking forward to 
tonight's #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Encouragement is an act of giving hope #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

worksmarta:  A1: Encouragement is to inspire someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

happyhourmary:  @LollyDaskal encouragement is someone seeing the future for you and 
you successful in it. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

helenantholis:  A1. Encouragement is the means by which we give people a caring arm to 
lean on. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @heart_path Encouragement, at its core, is providing hope. < Yes! :) 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Twylah: A1. Holding a like vibration for someones intentions. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

PatriciaDeWit:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @heart_path: A1: Encouragement, at its core, is 
providing hope. It is act and art of supporting another. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

john_paul:  RT WOW @lynnfishman Encouragement is holding the light for someone 
else until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Encouragement are words of incitement #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

scedmonds:  AMEN! RT @heart_path: A1: Encouragement, at its core, is providing 
hope. It is act and art of supporting another. #leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @worksmarta: A1: Encouragement is to inspire someone. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:03 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Encouraging: RT @heart_path Encouragement, at its core, is 
providing hope. < Yes! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:04 StrategicMonk:  A1: I also think that encouragement gives me the courage it takes to 



am  continue, especially in a struggle or a challenge. #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A1: Encouragement is an act of giving hope 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

mjasmus:  I'm joining @LollyDaskal at #leadfromwithin. Join us!  

12:04 
am  

jesselynstoner:  French and latin root is cour - heart; take heart #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES RT @heart_path Encouragement, at its core, is providing hope. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

earthliz:  A1: belief in others - that they can achieve their goal, accomplish the task 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

jprimm:  RT @Marielhemingway: RT @LollyDaskal: STUNNING RT @mcmedia 
I'm passionate a/b making kindness vogue, being true to my heart, 
encouraging dreams #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @scedmonds: AMEN! RT @heart_path: A1: Encouragement, at its 
core, is providing hope. It's act/art of supporting another. #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

ChristyFlorio:  RT @lynnfishman: Hi everyone. Glad to be joining you! #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Encouragement is to give confidence from your heart to another 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is holding the light for someone else 
until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: French and latin root is cour - heart; take heart 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  RT @worksmarta: A1: Encouragement is to inspire someone. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: Encouragement is your belief in others made real - with words, hugs, 
that kind of thing! #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

john_paul:  RT @jesselynstoner French and latin root is cour - heart; take hear 
#leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

Twylah:  A1. NOT a cheerleader b/c that is pushing. I feel encouragement must be 
more about the magnetism toward what is desired #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  happy to see you @mjasmus honored. #leadfromwithin  

12:04 
am  

lynnfishman:  A1. Encouragement literally means helping another?s core self- en means 
to put into- & cor is Latin for the heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:04 lollydaskal:  RT @thehealthmaven: @LollyDaskal A1 maximizing others, building up 



am  #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: RT @jesselynstoner French and latin root is cour - heart; 
take hear #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

worksmarta:  Love this. RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give confidence 
from your heart to another #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A1: Encouragement is to grabbing the hand of the person behind you and 
saying, follow me! #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  A1: Encouragement is the "feeling" of being encouraged #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give confidence from your 
heart to another #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

scedmonds:  NICE! RT @jesselynstoner: French and latin root is cour - heart; take 
heart #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  A1. @Encouragement is providing deep Belief #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

Encouraging:  @lynnfishman Encouragement is holding the light for someone else until 
they can see it in themselves. < "Life to potential"! #Leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  A1 encouragement literally means a calling to one?s side.Walking side by 
side 2 give immediate support if tire or stumble #LeadFromWithin  

12:05 
am  

Simon_GB:  A1:encouragement-being there to pick someone up, to urge,to be 
empathic,welcoming #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @My_WebEvent: A1: Encouragement is to grabbing the hand of the 
person behind you and saying, follow me! #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

helenantholis:  Unconditionally. RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give 
confidence from your heart to another #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

Yanri_Yanri:  RT "@earthliz: A1: belief in others - that they can achieve their goal, 
accomplish the task #leadfromwithin"  

12:05 
am  

scedmonds:  A1: Encouragement is the act of creating motivated humans. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @EdwardColozzi: A1. @Encouragement is providing deep Belief 
#leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give confidence from your 
heart to another #leadfromwithin  

12:05 
am  

sleveo:  RT @john_paul: RT WOW @lynnfishman Encouragement is holding the 
light for someone else until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Encouragement is boosting confidence, lending comfort and sharing 
optimism. #leadfromwithin  



12:06 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Simon_GB: A1:encouragement-being there to pick someone up, to 
urge,to be empathic,welcoming #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A1: I tend to appreciate encouragement most from someone who has 
experience; who have been here before themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

askLyndi:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is the "feeling" of being 
encouraged #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

Dunn4good:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @My_WebEvent: A1: Encouragement is to 
grabbing the hand of the person behind you and saying, follow me! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

ProvThree:  @scedmonds nice! #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @heart_path: RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give 
confidence from your heart to another #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @scedmonds: NICE! RT @jesselynstoner: French and latin root is 
cour - heart; take heart #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q2: How do you give encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Yanri_Yanri @earthliz: A1: belief in others - that they can achieve 
their goal, accomplish the task #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

domainborg:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: French and latin root is cour - 
heart; take heart #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

Encouraging:  A1 It simply requires a heart that cares enough to touch a heart. 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q2: How do you give encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

helenantholis:  And supporting them too. RT @scedmonds: A1: Encouragement is the act 
of creating motivated humans. #leadfromwithin  

12:06 
am  

mjasmus:  encouragement is an act of love. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

heart_path:  YES! RT @mjasmus: encouragement is an act of love. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

PatriciaDeWit:  #leadfromwithin Encouragement:when you serve bite-sized pieces of 
possibility with courage poured generously on top.  

12:07 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q2: How do you give encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

ProvThree:  a look, a word, a smile, an "atta boy" #leadfromwithin  



12:07 
am  

elisatalk:  Love this. RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is holding the light for 
someone else until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @mjasmus: encouragement is an act of love. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  RT @Encouraging: A1 It simply requires a heart that cares enough to 
touch a heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

john_paul:  RT @mjasmus encouragement is an act of love. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

scedmonds:  Q2: Offer encouragement with a kind word, a kind note, a kind squeeze of 
the upper arm . . . #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

Encouraging:  A2 Sometimes just quiet presence. #Leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

helenantholis:  With kind attention and thoughtful words. RT @lollydaskal: Q2: How do 
you give encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

ProvThree:  Nothing beats saying "I believe in you". #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

sleveo:  A1: Encouragement is when I want for you want you want for you. 
Perhaps even more than you do. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

worksmarta:  A2: Give encouragement by showing that you care and offering advice 
and motivation #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

KristinaLibby:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @mjasmus: encouragement is an act of love. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

lynnfishman:  A1 It is acknowledging other people?s victories large or small- so as to 
encourage them to go further. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

mjasmus:  Q2 dig deep. What does the other person need to know that they don't 
already? #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: Give encouragement by lending a listening ear. #leadfromwithin  

12:07 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Q2 @Encouraging others with Belief, Authentic Praise, Feedback, and 
Right Example. These Behaviors ---> Change Behavior #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: Give encouragement by opening your heart #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A1: I have been told that I am very good at communicating that this may 
not be the end of the world; helping ppl see further #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

helenantholis:  Being there for someone is powerful. RT @Encouraging: A2 Sometimes 
just quiet presence. #leadfromwithin  

12:08 scedmonds:  Q2: Give encouragement through public expression of praise and 



am  gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A:2 Encouragement is best given right next to someone, not from "above" 
or from a distance #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @helenantholis: A2: With kind attention and thoughtful words. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @scedmonds with delight ;) #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

heart_path:  Yes Lolly. Very true. RT @LollyDaskal: A2: Give encouragement by 
opening your heart #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: Give encouragement by lending a listening ear. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

jsringo:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is the "feeling" of being 
encouraged #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

earthliz:  A2: I give encouragement by being an active listener first, and reinforce 
with the encouragee's own beliefs #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

Twylah:  a2. Thru speech & actions that support, nurture & bless the original 
intentions. & holding that same vibration in solidarity #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @helenantholis: Being there for someone is powerful. RT 
@Encouraging: A2 Sometimes just quiet presence. #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @helenantholis: Being there for someone is powerful. RT 
@Encouraging: A2 Sometimes just quiet presence. #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

worksmarta:  Totally agree - help them find it. RT @mjasmus: Q2 dig deep. What does 
the other person need to know that they dont already? #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A2: Give encouragement by lending a listening ear. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @ProvThree Nothing beats saying "I believe in you". "I really do, 
believe in *you*!" #Leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

Simon_GB:  A1:Share your mental model to success, strike the match of inspiration, 
and #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

IAMMORE:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @mjasmus: encouragement is an act of love. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: Give encouragement with meaningful words #leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

elisatalk:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement is an act of giving hope 
#leadfromwithin  

12:08 
am  

lynnfishman:  @sleveo Like that! Encouragement is when I want for you want you want 
for you. Perhaps even more than you do. #leadfromwithin  



12:09 
am  

helenantholis:  And private guidance. RT @scedmonds: Q2: Give encouragement 
through public expression of praise and gratitude. #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  A2 Sincere words of commendation #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  @Encouraging others with Genuine Enthusiasm Opens HEARTS, shifts 
physiology, raises efficacy beliefs, N changes behavior #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A2: Listening first! Find the need, and then show the way! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

scedmonds:  Great! RT @StrategicMonk: A1: I have been told that I am very good at 
communicating this may not be the end of the world! #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Encouraging: A2 Sometimes just quiet presence. #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @StrategicMonk RT @lollydaskal: A2: Give encouragement by 
lending a listening ear < And "hearing" too! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  A2: Give encouragement by heartfelt caring #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

scedmonds:  YES! RT @earthliz: A2: I give encouragement by being an active listener 
first, & reinforce with the encouragees own beliefs #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

worksmarta:  Give encouragement kindly - without pressure or pessimism. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

BudafullyGreen:  RT @LollyDaskal A2: Give encouragement by opening your heart 
#leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  A2 Encouragement is believing in someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: A2 Sincere words of commendation 
#leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

Twylah:  @Kevin_DeSoto yes, sincerity is key. #leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

heart_path:  A2: The act of expressing heartfelt faith in another creates hope. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:09 
am  

blueorbitbrand:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @mjasmus: encouragement is an act of love. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

shamsalsamaray:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: Give encouragement by heartfelt caring 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

UtterlyEngaged:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: Give encouragement by heartfelt caring 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 pamfr:  #LeadfromWithin re Q2, I'd say encourage by helping people see what 



am  they already have to bring to this - their own wisdom, skills, etc  

12:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  AMEN! RT @AmieHoffFitness: A2 Encouragement is believing in 
someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

UtterlyEngaged:  RT @lollydaskal: A2: Give encouragement with meaningful words 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A2: Encouragement is helping someone find the strength in their own 
heart - "cour" #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  A2 an act of kindness speaks more eloquently than words and bolsters the 
morale of everyone #LeadFromWithin  

12:10 
am  

Simon_GB:  yes -RT @lollydaskal: A2: Give encouragement by heartfelt caring 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @heart_path: A2: The act of expressing heartfelt faith in another 
creates hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

heart_path:  RT @jesselynstoner: A2: Encouragement is helping someone find the 
strength in their own heart - "cour" #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

helenantholis:  And helping them believe in themselves. RT @AmieHoffFitness: A2 
Encouragement is believing in someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

scedmonds:  A2: Give encouragement by giving credit and expressing confidence in 
further valuable contributions. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

sleveo:  Q2: How do you give encouragement? #leadfromwithin With Radical 
Permission, embracing in you what you fear may not be good enough.  

12:10 
am  

Encouraging:  A2 By giving a RT!!!! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

john_paul:  RT @heart_path A2: The act of expressing heartfelt faith in another 
creates hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A2: "You can do this; this is what helped me." #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A2: To encourage you have to be vulnerable, open up to your own life 
lessons and how you overcame obstacles! #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

FLUXXX1:  RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is holding the light for someone else 
until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

heart_path:  RT @My_WebEvent: A2: To encourage you have to be vulnerable, open 
up to your own life lessons and how you overcame obstacles! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

scedmonds:  Hope is a vital theme, here! RT @heart_path: A2: The act of expressing 
heartfelt faith in another creates hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 TrippBraden:  RT @My_WebEvent: A2: To encourage you have to be vulnerable, open 



am  up to your own life lessons and how you overcame obstacles! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

worksmarta:  Love RT @scedmonds: A2: Give encouragement by giving credit and 
expressing confidence in further valuable contributions. #leadfromwithin  

12:10 
am  

mjasmus:  A2 Give encouragement in a way that goes beyond the words. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

earthliz:  A2: no one has said "thru compliment sandwich". Yay!! #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

rgbrody:  RT @lollydaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give confidence from your 
heart to another #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

scedmonds:  I'll RT that! RT @Encouraging: A2 By giving a RT!!!! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

mikaylaXsmith:  Lots of familiar faces at #leadfromwithin chat! Stopping by to say "Hi!"  

12:11 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @StrategicMonk: A2: "You can do this; this is what helped me." 
#leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

helenantholis:  Love this. RT @StrategicMonk: A2: "You can do this; this is what helped 
me." #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

Twylah:  @Encouraging good one. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

lynnfishman:  Encouragement works because the human spirit is so receptive when it 
comes to healing & growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Lovely! RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is holding the light for 
someone else until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @FLUXXX1: RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is holding the light 
for someone else until they can see it in themselves. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  A2 both by word and example to give others the strength and courage to 
do what is right. #LeadFromWithin  

12:11 
am  

rgbrody:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @worksmarta: A1: Encouragement is to inspire 
someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

SteveKoss:  A2 We find 4 simple, pithy words of encouragement that are magical: 
'We/I believe in you' #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

scedmonds:  Whew! RT @earthliz: A2: no one has said "thru compliment sandwich". 
Yay!! #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

earthliz:  RT @jesselynstoner: A2: Encouragement is helping someone find the 
strength in their own heart - "cour" #leadfromwithin  

12:11 Encouraging:  RT @StrategicMonk A2: "You can do this; this is what helped me." < 



am  Yes; "I've been there!" #Leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: A2 both by word and example to give others the 
strength and courage to do what is right. #LeadFromWithin  

12:11 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A2: Recognizing that the goal is challenging, we all need to help make a 
difference. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  With heart and feeling RT @mjasmus: A2 Give encouragement in a way 
that goes beyond the words. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement works because the human spirit is so 
receptive when it comes to healing & growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

helenantholis:  Absolutely!RT @scedmonds: Ill RT that! RT @Encouraging: A2 By 
giving a RT!!!! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @SteveKoss: A2 We find 4 simple, pithy words of encouragement 
that are magical: We/I believe in you< AMEN! #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

john_paul:  @scedmonds Hope is a vital theme, here! < - Yes Chris, it most certainly 
is, is it not my friend? :) #leadfromwithin  

12:11 
am  

scedmonds:  Fab! RT @mjasmus: A2 Give encouragement in a way that goes beyond 
the words. #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

HRMargo:  @JesseLynStoner Hi JesseLyn how are you? #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @SteveKoss: A2 We find 4 simple, pithy words of encouragement 
that are magical: We/I believe in you #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

MamaBritt:  RT @elisatalk: RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement is an act of giving 
hope #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

john_paul:  RT @mjasmus: A2 Give encouragement in a way that goes beyond the 
words. #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

UtterlyEngaged:  RT @lollydaskal: With heart and feeling RT @mjasmus: A2 Give 
encouragement in a way that goes beyond the words. #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @Encouraging: RT @StrategicMonk A2: "You can do this; this is 
what helped me." < Yes; "I've been there!" #Leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @jesselynstoner: Lovely! RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is 
holding the light 4 someone until they see it in themselves. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: RT @mjasmus: A2 Give encouragement in a way that 
goes beyond the words. #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

sleveo:  RT @lynnfishman @sleveo Like it! Encouragement is when I want for 
you want you want for you. Perhaps even more than you do. 
#leadfromwithin  



12:12 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q3: Do you think we use the word ?encourage? too loosely? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @SteveKoss: A2 We find 4 simple, pithy words of 
encouragement that are magical: We/I believe in youAMEN! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

Encouraging:  "Encouragement whispers 'I love you', and never stops." #Leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

HRMargo:  RT @jesselynstoner: A2: Encouragement is helping someone find the 
strength in their own heart - "cour" #leadfromwithin  

12:12 
am  

jesselynstoner:  @HRMargo Hey Margo! Encouraged to see you! :-) #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q3: Do you think we use the word ?encourage? too 
loosely? #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

JillChristopher:  RT @scedmonds: Fab! RT @mjasmus: A2 Give encouragement in a way 
that goes beyond the words. #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: "Encouragement whispers 'I love you', and never 
stops." #Leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

worksmarta:  Encouragement works when vulnerability is expressed #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

ProvThree:  yes #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q3: Do you think we use the word ?encourage? too 
loosely? #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

LindaDeLuca:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @SteveKoss: A2 We find 4 simple, pithy words of 
encouragement that are magical: We/I believe in you< AMEN! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

heart_path:  Beautiful! RT @Encouraging: "Encouragement whispers 'I love you', and 
never stops." #Leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

dave_carpenter:  Bravo RT @heart_path: A2: The act of expressing heartfelt faith in 
another creates hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: Empowerment takes courage and encouragement takes gentleness and 
kindness #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: I think some people believe they are encouraging, yet their words 
sting & confidence is eroded. #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Encouraging "Encouragement whispers 'I love you', and never 
stops." #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  A2 showing love is the basis for encouragement; it is also what holds the 
family together #LeadFromWithin is what is lacking in world.  



12:13 
am  

mccellarangel:  A3. No, I don't think we use it enough. #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

StaffanRydin:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @FLUXXX1: RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement 
is holding the light for someone else until they can see it in themselves. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

lynnfishman:  @JesseLynStoner @SteveKoss LOVE THAT! We find 4 simple words of 
encouragement that are magical: We/I believe in you #leadfromwithin  

12:13 
am  

Encouraging:  A3 Yes, e.g., I "encourage" you to buy my product. :( I WANT you to... 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

My_WebEvent:  ABSOLUTLEY! RT @worksmarta: Encouragement works when 
vulnerability is expressed #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

carolsanford:  RT @jesselynstoner: RT @SteveKoss: A2 We find 4 simple, pithy words 
of encouragement that are magical: We/I believe in you #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A3: Sometimes ppl say "encourage" when they really mean "force" or 
"require." #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @scedmonds: A3: I think some people believe they are encouraging, 
yet their words sting & confidence is eroded. #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

veezy:  Giving encouragement requires good listening. This includes a variety of 
signals, not just what they're saying #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

carolsanford:  RT @jesselynstoner: Lovely! RT @lynnfishman: Encouragement is 
holding the light for someone else until they can see it in themselves. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: One small action on another, properly directed, will dramatically 
change your life #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

mccellarangel:  "Telling" and "encouraging" are not the same. #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

worksmarta:  A3: Encouragement can be false and fake - We need watch how & what 
we say. #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

Encouraging:  RT lollydaskal A3: Empowerment takes courage and encouragement 
takes gentleness and kindness < Yes! #Leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

RealJoeDiaz:  RT @veezy: Giving encouragement requires good listening. This includes 
a variety of signals, not just what they're saying #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

mjasmus:  A3 People are hungry for encouragement. We should give it well and 
often. #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

brihartwell:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Empowerment takes courage and encouragement 
takes gentleness and kindness #leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

john_paul:  RT @StrategicMonk A3: Sometimes ppl say "encourage" when they 
really mean "force" or "require." < - Sadly, so true. #leadfromwithin  



12:14 
am  

jesselynstoner:  True. RT @scedmonds: A3: I think some people believe they are 
encouraging, yet their words sting & confidence is eroded. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: When I think of my best boss, I think of authentic praise & 
encouragement along with suggestions to boos performance. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:14 
am  

helenantholis:  It can be misconstrued and misused. RT @lollydaskal: Q3: Do you think 
we use the word ?encourage? too loosely? #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @mjasmus: A3 People are hungry for encouragement. We should give 
it well and often. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @scedmonds: A3: I think some people believe they are encouraging, 
yet their words sting & confidence is eroded. #leadfromwithin <Agree  

12:15 
am  

ProvThree:  encouragement says "don't quit!" #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

mikaylaXsmith:  +1 RT @StrategicMonk: A3: Sometimes ppl say "encourage" when they 
really mean "force" or "require." #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES YES YES! RT @mjasmus: A3 People are hungry for 
encouragement. We should give it well and often. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @StrategicMonk A3: Sometimes ppl say "encourage" when they 
really mean "force" or "require." Yes, it takes the love out! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

Twylah:  A3. Encouragement must be INVITED and not thrust upon. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

john_paul:  RT @mjasmus A3 People are hungry for encouragement. We should give 
it well and often. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

lynnfishman:  @veezy So true! Listen & ask good questions to see how to best 
encourage someone- they will appreciate it. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

sleveo:  Encouragement is holding the light 4 someone until they see it in 
themselves. #leadfromwithin via @lynnfishman @My_WebEvent 
@jesselynstoner  

12:15 
am  

earthliz:  RT @veezy: Giving encouragement requires good listening. This includes 
a variety of signals, not just what they're saying #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

Akevy613:  @scedmonds encouragement needs to be with no strings attached and 
needs to build confidence and trust #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

heart_path:  A3: We must be intentional in our words of encouragement. It must come 
from the heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

RandysRules:  RT @mjasmus: A2 Give encouragement in a way that goes beyond the 
words. #leadfromwithin  



12:15 
am  

KatTansey:  RT @encouraging: "Encouragement whispers 'I love you', and never 
stops." #Leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

Simon_GB:  A1:2 Encourage can be as simple as a smile, a touch, eyes wide 
open,saying things words cannot #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

jesselynstoner:  @carolsanford Hi Carol, nice to see you tonight. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Encouraging: RT @StrategicMonk A3: Sometimes ppl say 
"encourage" when they really mean "force" or "require." #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

waynemcevilly:  short answer: "Yes" RT @LollyDaskal Q3: Do you think we use the word 
?encourage? too loosely? #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  A3: Encouragement makes it possible when you feel its impossible. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Twylah: A3. Encouragement must be INVITED and not thrust 
upon. #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @KatTansey: RT @encouraging: "Encouragement whispers I love 
you, and never stops." #leadfromwithin  

12:15 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @mjasmus: A3 People are hungry for encouragement. We should give 
it well and often. #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

dave_carpenter:  Bravo: RT @veezy: Giving encouragement requires good listening. This 
incl a variety of signals, not just what they're saying #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

a_praiser:  RT @dave_carpenter: RT @scedmonds: A3: I think some people believe 
they are encouraging, yet their words sting & confidence is eroded. 
#leadfromwithin <Agree  

12:16 
am  

My_WebEvent:  SO TRUE>RT @lollydaskal: YES YES YES! RT @mjasmus: A3 People 
are hungry for encouragement. We should give it well and often. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

Kevin_DeSoto:  A3 Timely encouragement can fortify, lift spirits of the depressed, & 
invigorate #LeadFromWithin when not used loosely & at right time.  

12:16 
am  

earthliz:  Neither are nagging and encouraging! RT @mccellarangel: "Telling" and 
"encouraging" are not the same. #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Simon_GB A1:2 Encourage can be as simple as a smile, a touch, 
eyes wide open,saying things words cannot #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @Encouraging: RT @StrategicMonk A3: Sometimes ppl say 
"encourage" when they really mean "force" or "require." Yes 
#leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

mjasmus:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Encouragement makes it possible when you feel its 
impossible. #leadfromwithin  

12:16 jesselynstoner:  RT @Simon_GB: A1:2 Encourage can be as simple as a smile, a touch, 



am  eyes wide open,saying things words cannot #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

zoomarang:  RT @LollyDaskal Q2: How do you give encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin ///Agreed  

12:16 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @Simon_GB A1:2 Encourage can be as simple as a smile, a touch, 
eyes wide open,saying things words cannot #Leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

Cybuhr:  A3: Encouragement is a bit out of our control. It's not just in our words 
but also in how they're received. #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

jesselynstoner:  I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

elisatalk:  RT @MamaBritt: RT @elisatalk: RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement 
is an act of giving hope #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

heart_path:  Yes! RT @JesseLynStoner: I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" 
#leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Cybuhr: A3: Encouragement is a bit out of our control. Its not just 
in our words but also in how theyre received. #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

helenantholis:  Agree! RT @mjasmus: RT @lollydaskal: A3: Encouragement makes it 
possible when you feel its impossible. #leadfromwithin  

12:16 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Cybuhr: A3: Encouragement is a bit out of our control. Its not just 
in our words but also in how theyre received. #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  RT @Twylah: A3. Encouragement must be INVITED and not thrust 
upon. #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

mjasmus:  RT @jesselynstoner: I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" 
#leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

ProvThree:  @jesselynstoner amen sister! #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

Twylah:  Encouragement can be about what another wants FOR you to ease their 
own pain-> not real encouragement but manipulation #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

lollydaskal:  I hear you! RT @jesselynstoner: I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" 
#leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT Yes Mary --> A3 People are hungry for encouragement. We should 
give it well and often. #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

helenantholis:  And when I feel understood. RT @jesselynstoner: I feel encouraged when 
I feel "seen" #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

scedmonds:  A3: Encouragement doesn't include judging . . . #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @helenantholis: Agree! RT @mjasmus: RT @lollydaskal: A3: 
Encouragement makes it possible when you feel its impossible. 



#leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

Encouraging:  RT jesselynstoner I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" > 
http://budurl.com/iNotice :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Love your encouraging words @Kevin_DeSoto #leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

Woody_Woodcock:  @scedmonds A2 You have to learn what ignites the fire within the one 
your encouraging. Spoken words & good eye contact help. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:17 
am  

PatriciaDeWit:  #leadfromwithin Encouragement often as simple as an RT  

12:18 
am  

ProvThree:  Exactly! RT @helenantholis: And when I feel understood. RT 
@jesselynstoner: I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

waynemcevilly:  Absolutely! RT @Twylah @Kevin_DeSoto yes, sincerity is key. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @PatriciaDeWit: #leadfromwithin Encouragement often as simple as 
an RT #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @PatriciaDeWit: #leadfromwithin Encouragement often as simple as 
an RT #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

heart_path:  I feel encouraged when I feel respected, seen and understood. RT 
@helenantholis @jesselynnstoner #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT @helenantholis: And when I feel understood. RT @jesselynstoner: I 
feel encouraged when I feel "seen" #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

john_paul:  RT @mccellarangel: "Telling" and "encouraging" are not the same. <- 
Encouraging comes from the heart, telling from the mind. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

Encouraging:  ?The heart of me cares to know the essence of you?. #Leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

Akevy613:  @AmieHoffFitness @Twylah Encouragement must be based on a feeling 
of openness and trust #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

sleveo:  A3. Encouragement must be aligned w/ what they aspire to, not what they 
fear. Fear based, it becomes motivation #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: ?The heart of me cares to know the essence of you?. 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q4: One synonym for ?encourage? is ?cherish?. Define ?cherish 
#leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

heart_path:  RT @sleveo: A3. Encouragement must be aligned w/ what they aspire to, 
not what they fear. Fear based, it becomes motivation #leadfromwithin  



12:18 
am  

john_paul:  RT :) @PatriciaDeWit Encouragement often as simple as an RT 
#leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

JFeskorn:  Observing another great chat hosted by @lollydaskal on encouragement 
#leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Encouraging: ?The heart of me cares to know the essence of you?. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q4: One synonym for ?encourage? is ?cherish.? Define 
?cherish." #leadfromwithin  

12:18 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Look forward to reading RT @Encouraging RT jesselynstoner I feel 
encouraged when I feel "seen" http://budurl.com/iNotice :) 
#leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

shopsgirl:  RT @MamaBritt: RT @elisatalk: RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement 
is an act of giving hope #leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Encouraging ?The heart of me cares to know the essence of you?. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: To cherish is to care for someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: To cherish is be fond of someone #leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: RT @Encouraging ?The heart of me cares to know the 
essence of you?. #leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: Cherish means to hold dear, close to the heart. It requires 
unconditional positive regard! #leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @scedmonds: RT @lollydaskal Q4: One synonym for ?encourage? is 
?cherish.? Define ?cherish." #leadfromwithin  

12:19 
am  

ProvThree:  I get encouraged every time I watch movies like "Braveheart". 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

mccellarangel:  A4: Something sacred, protected, appreciated and nurtured, made better. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: To cherish is to care for someone. > deeply! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  A4: To cherish is to treat someone with tenderness #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

mjasmus:  Cherish - to hold another lightly and lovingly in your heart and soul 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

MarilynLake:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Empowerment takes courage and encouragement 
takes gentleness and kindness #leadfromwithin  



12:20 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Encouraging: ?The heart of me cares to know 
the essence of you?. #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q4: One synonym for ?encourage? is ?cherish.? Define 
?cherish." #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

ChristopherChaw:  RT @scedmonds: A4: Cherish means to hold dear, close to the heart. It 
requires unconditional positive regard! #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

empoweredlife1:  RT @lollydaskal: I hear you! RT @jesselynstoner: I feel encouraged 
when I feel "seen" #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

heart_path:  RT @mjasmus: Cherish - to hold another lightly and lovingly in your 
heart and soul #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT @lollydaskal: A4: To cherish is to care for someone.-Is 
encouragement the next step ? #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

helenantholis:  A4. Cherish means to feel devotion toward. #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A4-something or someone that you value - a quality that may be unspoken 
but acted upon #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

empoweredlife1:  RT @john_paul: RT @mccellarangel: "Telling" and "encouraging" are 
not the same. <- Encouraging comes from the heart, telling from the mind. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @helenantholis: A4. Cherish means to feel devotion toward. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

waynemcevilly:  #leadfromwithin Even those in the highest positions appreciate 
#encouragement / I have learned never to withhold sincere praise.  

12:20 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @helenantholis: A4. Cherish means to feel devotion toward. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

scedmonds:  BACK AT YOU! RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @mjasmus: RT @jesselynstoner: I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

itstanveer:  To cherish is to treat someone with tenderness #leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

earthliz:  Hm... Cherish isn't a word I think of when I think of leadership. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:20 
am  

TahliaNewland:  RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  



12:21 
am  

john_paul:  A4: To cherish something is to hold it so deeply that it is an essential part 
of who you are. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

heart_path:  A4: To cherish is to hold dear to your heart; to honor; to feel devotion 
toward. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

sleveo:  A3. @Twylah Encouragement need not be INVITED. If they could invite 
it, they would not need it so much. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

helenantholis:  And we cherish you! RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

scedmonds:  Love this: RT @mccellarangel: A4: Something sacred, protected, 
appreciated and nurtured, made better. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @Simon_GB A1:2 Encourage can be as simple as a smile, a touch, 
eyes wide open,saying things words cannot #Leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

Encouraging:  Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people from all of your heart, to all of their 
being. http://budurl.com/Cherish #Leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @scedmonds: BACK AT YOU! RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I 
cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @scedmonds yep, cherish this time #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

divacafemoms:  RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

scedmonds:  No time like the present! RT @earthliz: Hm... Cherish isnt a word I think 
of when I think of leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A4: Cherish suggests protection; taking care. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people from all of your 
heart, to all of their being. http://budurl.com/Cherish #Leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

helenantholis:  Perfect.RT @scedmonds: Love this: RT @mccellarangel: A4: Something 
sacred, protected, appreciated and nurtured, made better. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @heart_path: A4: To cherish is to hold dear to your heart; to honor; to 
feel devotion toward. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

john_paul:  RT @mccellarangel: A4: Something sacred, protected, appreciated and 
nurtured, made better. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 
am  

Cybuhr:  A4: To value someone in your heart for who they are, not just in your 
mind for what they do. #leadfromwithin  

12:21 JCOblessed:  RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people from all of your 



am  heart, to all of their being. http://budurl.com/Cherish #Leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

51311331960:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Encouragement makes it possible when you feel its 
impossible. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

sleveo:  RT @lollydaskal: A3: Empowerment takes courage and encouragement 
takes gentleness and kindness #leadfromwithin WOW via @MarilynLake  

12:22 
am  

womanonajourney:  Constructive criticism is not encouragement #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

earthliz:  RT @john_paul: A4: To cherish something is to hold it so deeply that it is 
an essential part of who you are. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

Anita423:  RT @Encouraging: "Encouragement whispers 'I love you', and never 
stops." #Leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @heart_path: RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people 
from all of your heart, to all of their being. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @earthliz Hm... Cherish isn't a word I think of when I think of 
leadership. < Say more, Liz! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

scedmonds:  A4: Cherish means to hold up, to wish good for, to brag about . . . and to 
care for during good and bad times. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A3 Yes, I believe we use the word #encourage too loosely -&many other 
words-tend to "lose meaning"- ex: #friend #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @John_Paul love that one! #leadfromwithin sacred, protected  

12:22 
am  

helenantholis:  Guiding and helping. RT @StrategicMonk: A4: Cherish suggests 
protection; taking care. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

lollydaskal:  Today is a new day, new thought, new ideas... RT @earthliz: Hm... 
Cherish isnt a word I think of when I think of leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

_Inspirit:  RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people from all of your 
heart, to all of their being. http://budurl.com/Cherish #Leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

lynnfishman:  @JesseLynStoner @lollydaskal We thank you for cherishing us! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people from all of your 
heart, to all of their being. http://budurl.com/Cherish #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

Simon_GB:  Cherish every moment of every day and encourage others to do the same, 
and we can all cherish life together #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

thirdworldbe:  RT @LollyDaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  

12:22 
am  

roshawnda79:  RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  



12:23 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @womanonajourney Constructive criticism is not encouragement < 
Agree!!! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

womanonajourney:  A good definition for encourage is "to come alongside" #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @jesselynstoner: RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people 
from all of your heart, to all of their being. #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

adoptednabused:  RT @lollydaskal: Today is a new day, new thought, new ideas... RT 
@earthliz: Hm... Cherish isnt a word I think of when I think of leadership. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  To cherish is to treasure #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @scedmonds: A3: Encouragement doesn't include judging . . . 
#leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A4 I feel strongly that you must cherish your audience from the heart-
when you speak to a group, or listen to an individual. #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  RT @mccellarangel: RT @jesselynstoner: RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ 
It?s cultivating people from all of your heart, to all of their being. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. <- and this truth is so 
true. #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

Woody_Woodcock:  Cherish means creating feeling of warmth between you & other person. A 
fond memory that evokes loyalty in present & future #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q5: Do you think of encouragement as progressive, or a one-time act? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

womanonajourney:  So true! RT @PatriciaDeWit: #leadfromwithin Encouragement often as 
simple as an RT  

12:23 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: To cherish is to treasure #leadfromwithin  

12:23 
am  

Encouraging:  RT womanonajourney A good definition for encourage is "to come 
alongside" < Yes! Lolly is a MASTER at this!!! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @Lollydaskal Q5: Do you think of encouragement as progressive, or a 
one-time act? #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Simon_GB: Cherish every moment of every day and encourage 
others to do the same, and we can all cherish life together 
#leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A4: I see cherishing as showing appreciation and gratitude for those that 
are following your leadership:) #leadfromwithin  

12:24 51311331960:  RT @lollydaskal: STUNNING my friend. RT @mcmedia I'm passionate 



am  a/b making kindness vogue, being true to my heart, encouraging dreams 
#leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A4: Cherish also suggests recognizing the value of someone; finding their 
best purpose. #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q5: Do you think of encouragement as progressive, or a 
one-time act? #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A4 I believe our shared mortal condition should bind us together as beings 
who cherish each other at a primal level. #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

sleveo:  @womanonajourney Constructive criticism can be encouragement if you 
have a relationship that well supports it. Ask permision #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @womanonajourney: So true! RT @PatriciaDeWit: #leadfromwithin 
Encouragement often as simple as an RT  

12:24 
am  

heart_path:  A5: Encouragement is progressive and continual. When it is from the 
heart, it is without end. #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

worksmarta:  A5: Encouragement is progressive - absolutely! #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Encouragement is like air - we humans need it all the time. I've had a 
BUNCH of birthdays, and I still need it! #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

earthliz:  It strikes me as a very intimate word, @encouraging - maybe that's why it 
belongs in my leadership vocab... #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @waynemcevilly A4 I feel strongly that you must cherish your 
audience from the heart- < Yes! #Leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

helenantholis:  It's continual when you genuinely care.RT @lollydaskal: Q5: Do you 
think of encouragement as progressive, or a one-time act? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  A5 Encouragement is a life long act. #leadfromwithin  

12:24 
am  

Cybuhr:  When you cherish someone you are willing to serve them, and from 
service springs leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @womanonajourney: RT @scedmonds: A3: Encouragement doesn't 
include judging . . . #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

womanonajourney:  Cherish makes me think of something that a child would hold closely & 
dearly #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Encouragement is only experienced as encouragement when it's wanted. 
RT @womanonajourney Constructive criticism is not encou 
#leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @womanonajourney: A good definition for encourage is "to come 
alongside" #leadfromwithin  



12:25 
am  

heart_path:  Lovely. RT @Cybuhr: When you cherish someone you are willing to 
serve them, and from service springs leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

itsasmallpond:  A4. Cherish = to value so that you recognize the uniqueness & rarity of 
someone -- a pearl of great price #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @earthliz: It strikes me as a very intimate word, @encouraging - 
maybe thats why it belongs in my leadership vocab... #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

scedmonds:  YES! RT @earthliz: It strikes me as a very intimate word, @encouraging; 
maybe thats why it belongs in my leadership vocab... #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @JFeskorn: Observing another great chat hosted by @lollydaskal on 
encouragement #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

helenantholis:  Well said. RT @Cybuhr: When you cherish someone you are willing to 
serve them, and from service springs leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q1: What is encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

scedmonds:  GREAT. RT @Cybuhr: When you cherish someone you are willing to 
serve them, and from service springs leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

Encouraging:  A5 I think it's a process... "cultivation"! #Leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @John_Paul RT @lollydaskal Q5: Do you think of encouragement as 
progressive, or a one-time act? #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A5: Encouragement has to be progressive, it comes from 
growing/cultivating a relationship #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A5: It needs to be both, and more. #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

lollydaskal:  I cherish you heart RT @earthliz: It strikes me as a very intimate word, 
maybe it belongs in my leadership vocab. #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  A5: i feel like encouragement is a progressive act because to sincerely 
encourage some1 means to invest in them #leadfromwithin  

12:25 
am  

womanonajourney:  Great definition! RT @mjasmus: Cherish - to hold another lightly and 
lovingly in your heart and soul #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Q5 @LollyDaskal @Engouraging is Progressive like summer rain that 
grows flowers and fruit trees.... over time #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

Simon_GB:  A5: If encouragement is to work it must be progressive #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @MelindaTodd: RT @womanonajourney: A good definition for 
encourage is "to come alongside" #leadfromwithin  

12:26 Encouraging:  RT @worksmarta A5: Encouragement is progressive - absolutely! 



am  #Leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  RT @My_WebEvent: A5: Encouragement has to be progressive, it comes 
from growing/cultivating a relationship #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

helenantholis:  Yes! RT @My_WebEvent: A5: Encouragement has to be progressive, it 
comes from growing/cultivating a relationship #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement is an expression of support 
#leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

Encouraging:  Encouragement is progressive, except when it's not! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

thehealthmaven:  @LollyDaskal A5 On going says a lot about the encourager...commitment 
#leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

omaadscom:  RT @dave_carpenter: Bravo RT @heart_path: A2: The act of expressing 
heartfelt faith in another creates hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A5 I believe encouragement is at best rooted in our own deeply seated 
requirement of ourselves to be of use to others. #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

dave_carpenter:  Awesome: RT @Cybuhr: When you cherish someone you are willing to 
serve them, and from service springs leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

Simon_GB:  RT @My_WebEvent: A5: Encouragement has to be progressive, it comes 
from growing/cultivating a relationship #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @john_paul: A4: To cherish something is to hold it so deeply that it is 
an essential part of who you are. #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

McMedia:  Love Unconditionally RT @LollyDaskal: Q4: One synonym for 
?encourage? is ?cherish?. Define ?cherish #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

Sra_Crespo:  RT @waynemcevilly: RT @John_Paul RT @lollydaskal Q5: Do you 
think of encouragement as progressive, or a one-time act? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

earthliz:  RT @scedmonds: GREAT. RT @Cybuhr: When you cherish someone u 
are willing to serve them, and from service springs leadership. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Encouragement is ongoing; it enables development of skills and 
confidence for given tasks. We have dozens of those . . . #leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

eLifeMinistry:  It needs to be ongoing #Leadfromwithin  

12:26 
am  

megasystemsUSA:  RT @lollydaskal: Q5: Do you think of encouragement as progressive, or a 
one-time act? #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

Woody_Woodcock:  Encouragement is a perpetual mindset towards helping others. It happens 
all around us if we choose to be those encouragers. #leadfromwithin  



12:27 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @Encouraging: Cherish ~ It?s cultivating people from all of your 
heart, to all of their being. http://budurl.com/Cherish #Leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement is an act of giving hope 
#leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

mccellarangel:  A5. It's perpetual, ongoing, part of you DNA. If you "lead" you 
encourage, btoh actively (voice) passively (conduct). #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

Encouraging:  A5 I like "progressive" but sometimes "hit & run" encouragement is good 
too! #Leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

john_paul:  A5: When you encourage someone it is because you cherish them. As a 
deep part of you, your encouragement is progressive. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

lollydaskal:  AMEN! RT @eLifeMinistry: It needs to be ongoing #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

veezy:  A5 Depends on the situation. Certain times call for progressive 
encouragement. Others, a jolt. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: A5: When you encourage someone it is because you 
cherish them. As a deep part of you, your encouragement is progressive. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

My_WebEvent:  LOVE THIS!> RT @jesselynstoner: RT @MelindaTodd: RT 
@womanonajourney: A good definition for encourage is "to come 
alongside" #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

itsasmallpond:  A5. Progressive, definitely. Encouragement evolves with new ideas, new 
skills.. Putting courage where new challenges exist. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @Twylah: A1. Holding a like vibration for 
someones intentions. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

lynnfishman:  A5 Encouragement is ongoing & works best within settings that feel safe 
& open to people?s opinions & perspectives. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

ClarityPower:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Encouraging: ?The heart of me cares to know the 
essence of you?. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lynnfishman: @JesseLynStoner @lollydaskal We thank you for 
cherishing us! #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Ha! RT @Encouraging: A5 I like "progressive" but sometimes "hit & run" 
encouragement is good too! #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Woody_Woodcock Encouragement is a perpetual mindset towards 
helping others. #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

Encouraging:  A5 For leaders, encouragement has to be progressive. #Leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

helenantholis:  It cannot be situational. RT @Encouraging: Encouragement is 
progressive, except when its not! :) #leadfromwithin  



12:27 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @Encouraging: A5 I like "progressive" but sometimes "hit & run" 
encouragement is good too! #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Even encouragers need encouragement! #leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

Simon_GB:  A5: Every one-time act should be encouraging or it was not worth doing 
#leadfromwithin  

12:27 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Encouragement as a "one time" act feels more self-serving by the 
giver vs. inspiring to the receiver. #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A5 I believe it is an aspect of our very humanity to harken to the universe 
command-"We are here to encourage one another." #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement are words of incitement 
#leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

earthliz:  And i you. I love what i learn here. RT @lollydaskal: I cherish you heart 
RT @earthliz: It strikes me as a very intimate... #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A5: I think it needs to be both to be authentic, and sincere. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

scedmonds:  Atta way, Melinda! (he said, encouragingly!) RT @MelindaTodd: Even 
encouragers need encouragement! #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Love it @Woody_Woodcock! Very encouraging! #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

Twylah:  Kids are home. Gotta run. :( #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @mccellarangel: A5: If you "lead" you encourage, actively (voice) 
passively (conduct). #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @john_paul RT @Woody_Woodcock Encouragement is a perpetual 
mindset towards helping others. #Leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

helenantholis:  Yes RT @scedmonds: A5: Encouragement as a "one time" act feels more 
self-serving by the giver vs. inspiring to the receiver. #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

heart_path:  Encouragement requires trust, openness and respect. It is an (active) act of 
love. #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

My_WebEvent:  YES>RT @scedmonds: A5: Encouragement as a "one time" act feels 
more self-serving by the giver vs. inspiring to the receiver. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @worksmarta: A1: Encouragement is to inspire 
someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @scedmonds: A5: Encouragement as a "one time" act feels more self-
serving by the giver vs. inspiring to the receiver. #leadfromwithin  



12:28 
am  

Cybuhr:  A5: To lead is to move forward, to bring about change; With that comes 
new challenges & the need for more encouragement. #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

sleveo:  A5 Depends on how good you are at it. One well delivered 
encouragement can change a life, or a country. #leadfromwithin  

12:28 
am  

helenantholis:  @Twylah Enjoy them! #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

scedmonds:  Take care, Twylah! RT @Twylah: Kids are home. Gotta run. :( 
#leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you for joining us @Twylah #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @heart_path: Encouragement requires trust, openness and respect. It 
is an (active) act of love. #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

Encouraging:  @earthliz I LOVED your blog! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

waynemcevilly:  Yes. RT @MelindaTodd Even encouragers need encouragement! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @heart_path Encouragement, at its core, is 
providing hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

womanonajourney:  Q5 absolutely an ongoing process. Your whole process, whatever you are 
doing, should have sincere encouragement included #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

lynnfishman:  @Encouraging @john_paul @Woody_Woodcock RIGHT ON! 
Encouragement is a perpetual mindset towards helping others. 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

Cybuhr:  A5: Encouragement can seem one-time, sometimes you just plant the seed 
and it blossoms with time. #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

Simon_GB:  I believe RT @heart_path: Encouragement requires trust, openness and 
respect. It is an (active) act of love. #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Ditto that! RT @MelindaTodd Even encouragers need encouragement! 
#leadfromwithin #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @Cybuhr: A5: To lead is to move forward,bring about change W/ that 
comes new challenges & the need for more encouragement 
#leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

mccellarangel:  Time to encourage them! :-) RT @Twylah: Kids are home. Gotta run. :( 
#leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

rgbrody:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @mccellarangel: A5: If you "lead" you encourage, 
actively (voice) passively (conduct). #leadfromwithin  

12:29 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement is to give confidence from your 
heart to another #leadfromwithin  



12:30 
am  

sleveo:  @Twylah Agreed, an invitation is necessary and by that I mean a subtle 
openness, not a verbal invitation. Well put. leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

My_WebEvent:  I LOVE THIS> RT @Its_Me_Ita: RT @LollyDaskal: RT @heart_path 
Encouragement, at its core, is providing hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

jesselynstoner:  When I give encouragement, does it feel encouraging to you? Depends 
on...where was I coming from and what did you need. #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: A5 Encouragement is a life long act. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

scedmonds:  A5: Encouragement needs to be a daily/hourly conversation with the folks 
in our lives. Lack of it breeds insecurity. #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

FrFloChou:  RT @lollydaskal: AMEN! RT @eLifeMinistry: It needs to be ongoing 
#leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

waynemcevilly:  In 1956 Dame Myra Hess wrote to me "You must never think that praise 
such as yours is not wanted or needed." I was "floored" #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

bennyrachmadin:  @LollyDaskal encouragement is progressive, and continous learning 
process #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

john_paul:  RT @sleveo One well delivered encouragement can change a life... <- that 
act was probably the result of ongoing effort. #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT Q5 absolutely an ongoing process. Your whole process, whatever you 
are doing, should have sincere encouragement included #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A5: Encouragement needs to be a daily/hourly 
conversation with the folks in our lives. Lack of it breeds insecurity. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

helenantholis:  Wished I said that. Good one! @mccellarangel @Twylah 
#leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

lollydaskal:  A5: when you plant a seed of encouragement do not keep looking into the 
"soil" to see if its growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

earthliz:  :) thanks! RT @Encouraging: @earthliz I LOVED your blog! :) 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:30 
am  

john_paul:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: A5 Encouragement is a life long act. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

JFeskorn:  Encouragement has to be sincere and authentic...and regular 
#leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @thehealthmaven: @LollyDaskal A5 On going says a lot about the 
encourager...commitment #leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Cybuhr: A5: To lead is to move forward,bring 
about change W/ that comes new challenges & the need for more 
encouragement #leadfromwithin  



12:31 
am  

Encouraging:  A5 R U kidding! I'm an "encouragement sponge". I like to give away 
what I need the most! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

dave_carpenter:  a5 Encouraging is a way of life that springs from deep commitment to be 
of service to others (as role modeled so well by TW #LeadfromWithin  

12:31 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @Encouraging: A5 R U kidding! Im an "encouragement sponge". I 
like to give away what I need the most! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @earthliz: :) thanks! RT @Encouraging: @earthliz I LOVED your 
blog! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @john_paul RT @AmieHoffFitness: A5 Encouragement is a life long 
act. #Leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Yes! RT @womanonajourney:an ongoing process-Your whole process, 
whatever ur doing, should hve sincere encouragement included 
#leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @thehealthmaven: @LollyDaskal A1 maximizing 
others, building up #leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT @john_paul: RT @AmieHoffFitness: A5 Encouragement is a life 
long act. #leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

womanonajourney:  Yep! RT @Encouraging: A5 I like "progressive" but sometimes "hit & 
run" encouragement is good too! #Leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q6: Another word for ?encourage? is ?stimulate?. How do you excite 
others? #leadfromwithin  

12:31 
am  

heart_path:  Don't we all! :)RT @Encouraging: A5 R U kidding! I'm an 
"encouragement sponge". I like to give away what I need the most! :) 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

Simon_GB:  Very encouraging RT @john_paul: RT @AmieHoffFitness: A5 
Encouragement is a life long act. #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

JFeskorn:  I have felt encouragement just for "encouragements sake"...doesn't work! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

veezy:  When does too much encouragement stop becoming encouraging? 
#thinkaboutit #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q6: Another word for ?encourage? is ?stimulate?. How 
do you excite others? #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Encouraging A5 R U kidding! I'm an "encouragement sponge". <- 
:))) #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @JFeskorn: Encouragement has to be sincere and authentic...and 
regular #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  so true RT@LollyDaskal A5: when you plant a seed of encouragement do 
not keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. #leadfromwithin  



12:32 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A1: Encouragement is the "feeling" of being 
encouraged #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @dave_carpenter a5 Encouraging is a way of life that springs from 
deep commitment to be of service to others < GREAT 2CU! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q6: Another word for ?encourage? is ?stimulate?. How 
do you excite others? #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @My_WebEvent: A1: Encouragement is to 
grabbing the hand of the person behind you and saying, follow me! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @womanonajourney: Yep! RT @Encouraging: A5 I like 
"progressive" but sometimes "hit & run" encouragement is good too! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

itsasmallpond:  A5. Re Planting seeds... Leaves room for others to till, water, prune and 
even harvest. #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

Simon_GB:  A6: Listen,encourage,listen,encourage,listen #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @WhereUneverBen: so true RT@LollyDaskal A5: when you plant a 
seed of encouragement do not keep looking into the "soil" to see if its 
growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

Anita423:  RT @Encouraging: RT @Simon_GB A1:2 Encourage can be as simple as 
a smile, a touch, eyes wide open,saying things words cannot 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

womanonajourney:  Absolutely! RT @MelindaTodd: Even encouragers need encouragement! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:32 
am  

scedmonds:  A6: I try to help others see how their behavior/skills make a difference in 
our work, in others' lives. That excites them! #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Become aware of what encourages you, and do those same to 
stimulate others. #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

Encouraging:  A6 Empowering questions! #Leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

Mother4Justice:  RT @Kevin_DeSoto: A2 an act of kindness speaks more eloquently than 
words and bolsters the morale of everyone #LeadFromWithin  

12:33 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @EdwardColozzi: A1. @Encouragement is 
providing deep Belief #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

amibelle:  RT @womanonajourney: RT @AmieHoffFitness: A5 Encouragement is a 
life long act. #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

worksmarta:  A6: By showing excitement and happiness! #leadfromwithin  



12:33 
am  

womanonajourney:  @MelindaTodd Hi Melinda! #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

MelindaTodd:  AMen! This is me! RT @LollyDaskal: A7: Become aware of what 
encourages you, and do those same to stimulate others. #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

lollydaskal:  A6: Use encouragement as an outreach to stimulate and connect 
#leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

john_paul:  A6: That's easy, sometimes. Your own excitement becomes contagious! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

helenantholis:  Positive feedback; new challenges.RT @lollydaskal: Q6: Another word 
for ?encourage? is ?stimulate?.How do you excite others? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

heart_path:  RT @john_paul: A6: That's easy, sometimes. Your own excitement 
becomes contagious! #leadfromwithin  

12:33 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A6: I excite others by being excited myself; by being passionate and 
finding joy. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Q6: @Encouraging others with Genuine Enthusiasm Opens HEARTS, 
STIMULATES and shifts physiology, raises efficacy beliefs, 
#leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

DorandaJ:  RT @scedmonds: A4: Cherish means to hold up, to wish good for, to brag 
about . . . and to care for during good and bad times. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

Encouraging:  A6 Dark humor stimulates me. Others, not so much. #Leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q2: How do you give encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

My_WebEvent:  LOVE THIS> RT@LollyDaskal: when you plant a seed of 
encouragement don't keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  A6: When you see someone making positive changes in their lives, affirm 
them #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

patriciamknight:  So true! RT @LollyDaskal A3: Empowerment takes courage and 
encouragement takes gentleness and kindness #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

MelindaTodd:  This is the reason I blog,! RT @LollyDaskal: A6: Use encouragement as 
an outreach to stimulate and connect #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @john_paul: A6: Thats easy, sometimes. Your own excitement 
becomes contagious! #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

jesselynstoner:  We excite others by finding what gives them joy and giving them an 
opportunity to experience it #leadfromwithin  

12:34 mccellarangel:  A6. Plant seeds of desire related to their dreams, visions, goals. Help them 



am  visualize success. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

scedmonds:  A6: Encouragement stimulates growth, innovation, and connection! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Encouraging: A6 Dark humor stimulates me. Others, not so much. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

amjtetro:  RT @lollydaskal: The truth is I cherish all of you. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @john_paul: A6: Thats easy, sometimes. Your own excitement 
becomes contagious! #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

heart_path:  YES! RT @StrategicMonk: A6: I excite others by being excited myself; 
by being passionate and finding joy. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @john_paul A6: That's easy, sometimes. Your own excitement 
becomes contagious! < Love it! #Leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @john_paul: A6: Thats easy, sometimes. Your 
own excitement becomes contagious! #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

itsasmallpond:  A6: Sometimes expressing a vote of confidence stimulates courage to act. 
See that in my children a lot. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by finding what gives them joy and 
giving them an opportunity to experience it #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you plant a seed of encouragement do not 
keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:34 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: Give encouragement by lending a listening ear. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

scedmonds:  Love dark humor! Some call my sense of humor "twisted" RT 
@Encouraging: A6 Dark humor stimulates me. Others, not so much. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

mayracortesfl:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: Use encouragement as an outreach to stimulate and 
connect #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

helenantholis:  Very good.RT @mccellarangel: A6. Plant seeds of desire related to their 
dreams, visions, goals. Help them visualize success. #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @jesselynstoner We excite others by finding what gives them joy and 
giving them an opportunity to experience it #Leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by finding what gives them joy and 
giving them an opportunity to experience it #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

lynnfishman:  When it comes to encouragement- who we are often speaks more loudly 
than what we say. #leadfromwithin  

12:35 patriciamknight:  Absolutely! RT @JesseLynStoner I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" 



am  #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by finding what gives them joy and 
giving them an opportunity to experience it #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

lollydaskal:  The room just went dark..... RT @Encouraging: A6 Dark humor 
stimulates me. Others, not so much. #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

earthliz:  LOL, me too! RT @Encouraging: A6 Dark humor stimulates me. Others, 
not so much. #Leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: Give encouragement by opening your heart 
#leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

john_paul:  A6: Your own love, sincerity and excitement will show. It will motivates 
other and give them hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  A6 Stimulate by fanning the fire and supporting the flame 
#leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

heart_path:  We excite others by the example we lead in our own lives. Our own 
stories can serve as powerful encouragement to others. #leadfromwithin  

12:35 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @helenantholis: A2: With kind attention and 
thoughtful words. #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lollydaskal: The room just went dark..... RT @Encouraging: A6 
Dark humor stimulates me. Others, not so much. #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

brolins:  RT: @PatriciaDeWit: #leadfromwithin Encouragement:when you serve 
bite-sized pieces of possibility with courage poured generously on top.  

12:36 
am  

scedmonds:  A6: Encouragement can stimulate risk, which can solve the "unsolvable" - 
#leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @patriciamknight Absolutely! RT @JesseLynStoner I feel 
encouraged when I feel "seen" I notice! :) Great to see you! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

JFeskorn:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: A6 Stimulate by fanning the fire and supporting 
the flame #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

dave_carpenter:  Bravo: RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by finding what gives them 
joy and giving them an opportunity to experience it #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

womanonajourney:  Q6 By helping them to see what they cannot see in themselves 
#leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

itsasmallpond:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: A6 Stimulate by fanning the fire and supporting 
the flame #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: Give encouragement with meaningful words 
#leadfromwithin  

12:36 worksmarta:  Sometimes just a positive node of happiness and excitement can give you 



am  the motivation you need. #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

Simon_GB:  Try 2 understand what others need to be encouraged with, stimulated 
by.Don't try to use a screwdriver 4 a hammer #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

heart_path:  Absolutely! RT @womanonajourney: Q6 By helping them to see what 
they cannot see in themselves #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Yes! RT @AmieHoffFitness: A6 Stimulate by fanning the fire and 
supporting the flame #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

empoweredlife1:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @Cybuhr: A5: To lead is to move forward,bring 
about change W/ that comes new challenges & the need for more 
encouragement #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @scedmonds: A6: Encouragement can stimulate risk, which can solve 
the "unsolvable" - #leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q7: If instilling "hope" is encouragement, how do you do that? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:36 
am  

worksmarta:  What do you do when others aren't open to being encouraged (esp when 
they need it)? #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Sometimes to be encouraged, we have to give encouragement! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @itsasmallpond: A5. Re Planting seeds... Leaves room for others to 
till, water, prune and even harvest. #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

john_paul:  RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by finding what gives them joy and 
giving them an opportunity to experience it. #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

sleveo:  A5: Can we stop bashing Encouragement as a "one time" act? Sure 
progressive is often better, but sometimes one is all ya got 
#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q7: If instilling hope is encouragement, how do you do 
that? #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

Cybuhr:  A6: Reveal to someone the beauty of who they are & the total 
awesomeness of who they can be. That's stimulating! #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

helenantholis:  This is very encouraging. RT @womanonajourney: Q6 By helping them 
to see what they cannot see in themselves #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Cybuhr: A6: Reveal to someone the beauty of who they are & the 
total awesomeness of who they can be. That's stimulating! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @lollydaskal The room just went dark..... < Oooops, better "Speak 
light to darkness". #Leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @Encouraging: RT @patriciamknight Absolutely! RT 
@JesseLynStoner I feel encouraged when I feel "seen" I notice! :) Gre.. 



#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

waynemcevilly:  I believe sincere encouragement is best when accompanied by 
enthusiasm-that we see a divine presence within the other. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q7: If instilling "hope" is encouragement, how do you 
do that? #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

mccellarangel:  Encouragement can stimulate action, allowing barriers to be broken and 
growth to occur. #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

heart_path:  RT @mccellarangel: Encouragement can stimulate action, allowing 
barriers to be broken and growth to occur. #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

Woody_Woodcock:  Agree big time RT @John_Paul: A6: Your own love, sincerity & 
excitement will show. It will motivates other & give them hope 
#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Instilling hope is breaking down walls and its about building bridges 
#leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  RT A6 A6: Yes @John_Paul Your own love, sincerity and excitement 
will show. It will motivates other and give them hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:37 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Good. Let own enthusiasm show. RT @john_paul: Your own love, 
sincerity and excitement will show. Will motivates give hope. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

MelindaTodd:  I share one of my stories of hope. RT @lollydaskal: Q7: If instilling 
"hope" is encouragement, how do you do that? #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

scedmonds:  A7: For instilling hope, I love Greg's (@StrategicMonk) idea of "the 
world is not going to end!" #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A2: Give encouragement by heartfelt caring 
#leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

Encouraging:  A7 I ask people to tell me about their faith. #Leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Instilling hope is healing wounds #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

heart_path:  So true. RT @LollyDaskal: A7: Instilling hope is breaking down walls 
and its about building bridges #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

womanonajourney:  By letting them look at themselves in light of your belief in them 
#leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

numberbynumber:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Become aware of what encourages you, and do 
those same to stimulate others. #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @mccellarangel: Encouragement can stimulate action, allowing 
barriers to be broken and growth to occur. #leadfromwithin  



12:38 
am  

heart_path:  RT @womanonajourney: By letting them look at themselves in light of 
your belief in them #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

earthliz:  Cosigned! RT @sleveo: A5: Can we stop bashing Encouragement as a 
"one time" act? Sure progressive is often better, but .... #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @StrategicMonk: A6: I excite others by being excited myself; by 
being passionate and finding joy. #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A7 There is a universal communicability about genuine hope & 
encouragement - gotta live it! #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

jesselynstoner:  How do you "do" anything to another - excite them, instill hope... We can 
only offer and hope it connects #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

scedmonds:  A7: Instilling hope creates internal clarity about strategy and specific 
tactics to tackle a tough problem. #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: AMEN! RT @AmieHoffFitness: A2 Encouragement 
is believing in someone. #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Instilling hope makes space for grace #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

womanonajourney:  So true! RT @lollydaskal: A6: When you see someone making positive 
changes in their lives, affirm them #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

john_paul:  A7: One can instill hope by showing others a new way of being, of new 
possibilities and stories of success. #leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

waynemcevilly:  RT @Simon_GB A6: Listen,encourage,listen,encourage,listen 
#leadfromwithin  

12:38 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Instilling hope makes space for grace 
#leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

ABrownBag:  RT @mccellarangel: Encouragement can stimulate action, allowing 
barriers to be broken and growth to occur. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Being honest about your own struggles and triumphs can give others 
hope! #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

PRIDEAS:  RT @lollydaskal: every time you say YES to something that is 
unimportant, you are saying NO to something that is important. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

Encouraging:  A7 Remind people that there isn't a previous challenge that they didn't 
ultimately conquer! They're still standing! #Leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A7: When people are stuck they're often hyper-focused. Encouragement 
facilitates a small shift in vision. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal A7: Instilling hope makes space for grace 
#leadfromwithin  



12:39 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  A7 Instilling hope is sometimes as simple as a hug #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

JFeskorn:  A7: Sharing personal stories of yourself builds a bond when you are the 
encourager #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  instilling hope is filling voids #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @jesselynstoner: How do you "do" anything 2 another - excite them, 
instill hope... We can only offer and hope it connects #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @thehealthmaven: A7 There is a universal communicability about 
genuine hope & encouragement - gotta live it! #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

scedmonds:  YES! RT @thehealthmaven: A7 There is a universal communicability 
about genuine hope & encouragement - gotta live it! #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

sleveo:  RT @heart_path: Absolutely! RT @womanonajourney: Q6 By helping 
them to see what they cannot see in themselves #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

MostlyQuotes:  RT @LollyDaskal: A7: Become aware of what encourages you, and do 
those same to stimulate others. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

earthliz:  #a7 like Thomas the Train: I know you can I know you can! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

dave_carpenter:  RT @thehealthmaven: A7 There is a universal communicability about 
genuine hope & encouragement - gotta live it! #leadfromwithin <Amen!  

12:39 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Yes! There is hope where "failure" isn't the end. RT @lollydaskal: A7: 
Instilling hope makes space for grace #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

helenantholis:  Be hopeful yourself;help others see their valueRT @lollydaskal Q7:If 
instilling "hope" is encouragement, how do you do that? #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

scedmonds:  SO TRUE. RT @Encouraging: A7 Remind people that there isnt a 
previous challenge that they didnt ultimately conquer! #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

john_paul:  RT @AmieHoffFitness A7 Instilling hope is sometimes as simple as a 
hug #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

heart_path:  Beautiful thoughts and words of encouragement tonight, LFW'ers!! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

everart:  RT @WhereUneverBen: so true RT@LollyDaskal A5: when you plant a 
seed of encouragement do not keep looking into the "soil" to see if its 
growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

waynemcevilly:  I believe that you cannot encourage someone without first having listened 
to them. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

earthliz:  A7: investing resources in someone. #leadfromwithin  



12:39 
am  

scedmonds:  PERFECT. RT @earthliz: #a7 like Thomas the Train: I know you can I 
know you can! #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

mccellarangel:  A7. Hope is the outstretched hand, the available shoulder, the 
compassionate admission this journey has challenges. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

MoMediaChica:  Love thisRT @mccellarangel: A6. Plant seeds of desire related to their 
dreams, visions, goals. Help them visualize success. #leadfromwithin  

12:39 
am  

lollydaskal:  A7: Instilling hope offers a helping hand and a open heart. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @heart_path: A2: The act of expressing heartfelt 
faith in another creates hope. #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

MelindaTodd:  No is a full sentence. That was my blog title today. #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @@lollydaskal: A7: Instilling hope makes space for grace < Grace = 
A state of the heart that can move mountains! #Leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

scedmonds:  Big hugger, here! Amen! RT @john_paul: RT @AmieHoffFitness A7 
Instilling hope is sometimes as simple as a hug #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

heart_path:  RT @mccellarangel: A7. Hope is the outstretched hand, the available 
shoulder, the compassionate admission this journey has challenges. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

PRIDEAS:  @waynemcevilly @Simon_GB A6: 
Listen,encourage,listen,encourage,listen #leadfromwithin Makes a lot of 
sense!  

12:40 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @Encouraging: A7 Remind people that there isnt a previous challenge 
that they didnt ultimately conquer! #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

lynnfishman:  A7. When we share from our own similar challenges? we increase 
empathy & encourage others that they are not alone. #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

scedmonds:  A7: Listening without "problem solving" can instill hope and build 
confidence! #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @scedmonds: PERFECT. RT @earthliz: #a7 like Thomas the Train: I 
know you can I know you can! <<<---Perfect! #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

sleveo:  Thanks all. Gotta run. Lovely chat.I stumbled into. Good stuff 
#leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

lollydaskal:  LOVE THAT! RT @MelindaTodd: No is a full sentence. That was my 
blog title today. #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @mccellarangel Hope is an outstretched hand,an available shoulder,a 
compassionate admission this journey has challenges #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  RT @PRIDEAS: @waynemcevilly @Simon_GB A6: 
Listen,encourage,listen,encourage,listen #leadfromwithin Makes a lot of 



sense! #leadfromwithin  

12:40 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @waynemcevilly I believe that you cannot encourage someone 
without first having listened to them. < Absolutely! #Leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @scedmonds: A7: Listening without "problem solving" can instill 
hope and build confidence! #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

MostlyQuotes:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @mccellarangel: A5: If you "lead" you encourage, 
actively (voice) passively (conduct). #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

Grace_333:  @LollyDaskal instilling hope also involves reminding others that negative 
interactions can be replaced with positive ones. #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

scedmonds:  Come back every Tuesday, 8-9pm EDT! RT @sleveo: Thanks all. Gotta 
run. Lovely chat.I stumbled into. Good stuff #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Amen! RT @john_paul: RT @lollydaskal A7: Instilling hope makes 
space for grace #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

veezy:  Sometimes you have to instill hope by giving them room to succeed on 
their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q3: Do you think we use the word ?encourage? too 
loosely? #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

womanonajourney:  Asking questions to uncover the resources they have to succeed helps 
them to have hope! #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Instilling hope offers a helping hand and an open 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q8: What is the best encouragement you have ever received? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

womanonajourney:  So true! RT @MelindaTodd: Sometimes to be encouraged, we have to 
give encouragement! #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q8: What is the best encouragement you have ever 
received? #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: Empowerment takes courage and encouragement 
takes gentleness and kindness #leadfromwithin  

12:41 
am  

helenantholis:  Exactly. RT @veezy: Sometimes you have to instill hope by giving them 
room to succeed on their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @womanonajourney: Asking questions to uncover the resources they 
have to succeed helps them to have hope! #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

_eric_holt:  RT @earthliz: Hm... Cherish isn't a word I think of when I think of 
leadership. #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q8: What is the best encouragement you have ever 
received? #leadfromwithin  



12:42 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Instilling hope is breaking down walls and its about 
building bridges #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  A7 showing someone that no problem is too big to solve is instilling hope 
#leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

MelindaTodd:  When we don't say no when we should, we give our power over to 
someone else. #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

earthliz:  @sleveo come again!! #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

mstwilosophy:  RT @lollydaskal: A7: Instilling hope offers a helping hand and a open 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @scedmonds: A7: Listening without "problem solving" can instill 
hope and build confidence! <<--Pls tape this on my head #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

worksmarta:  A8: compliments to keep going because what you're doing is fantastic 
#leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

JFeskorn:  A8: From my dad, you're just like me son #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  So true! RT @StrategicMonk: RT @scedmonds: A7: Listening without 
"problem solving" can instill hope and build confidence! #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

scedmonds:  A8: I had a boss I hold dear tell me, before an important presentation to 
our board, "You've got a great plan, here." #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

waynemcevilly:  via @dave_carpenter a5 Encouraging is a way of life that springs from 
deep commitment to be of service to others - #LeadfromWithin  

12:42 
am  

john_paul:  A8: the caring love of a dear friend #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: One small action on another, properly directed, 
will dramatically change your life #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Allow their own inner voice to be heard RT @scedmonds: A7: Listening 
without "problem solving" instills hope / confidence! #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A8: "Yes, you can do this." #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

Woody_Woodcock:  A7 Instilling hope is building confidence in a person's identity. When they 
truly believe in themselves #hope is everlasting #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

Encouraging:  A8 In the midst of failure being told I WOULD go to college. (see 
www.SimpleEncouragement.com) #Leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  A7 showing someone the importance of goal setting is instilling hope 
#leadfromwithin  

12:42 Simon_GB:  I encourage U all to cherish each other, keep stimulate hope for the world. 



am  Children are hope I have to see to mine-Night #leadfromwithin  

12:42 
am  

veezy:  @lollydaskal A8: the encouragement that stemmed from within. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

heart_path:  A8: The best encouragement has come in the form of those who love and 
believe in me, despite myself! :) #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

lollydaskal:  THIS IS A GREAT ONE! RT @scedmonds: A7: Listening without 
"problem solving" can instill hope and build confidence! #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

My_WebEvent:  Yes, join us next Tues! RT @earthliz: @sleveo come again!! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Those who cheer me on and tell me to KEEP writing @lollydaskal: Q8: 
What is the best encouragement you have ever received? #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: @mjasmus: A3 People are hungry for encouragement. 
We should give it well and often. #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

worksmarta:  A8: "What you're doing is fantastic." #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

helenantholis:  That I could do anything I set my mind to. RT @lollydaskal: Q8: What is 
the best encouragement you have ever received? #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

earthliz:  A9: My highly cryptic boss said "good job putting this together" 
#leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

FlyontheCWall:  RT @waynemcevilly: I believe that you cannot encourage someone 
without first having listened to them. #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

OrlandoLifework:  RT @Encouraging: RT @@lollydaskal: A7: Instilling hope makes space 
for grace < Grace = A state of the heart that can move mountains! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

lynnfishman:  A8. Encouragement is priceless when we have self-doubts. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

womanonajourney:  Don't we know this! RT @MelindaTodd: Being honest about your own 
struggles and triumphs can give others hope! #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Im feeling very encouraged right now. Just sayin'. :-) #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

eLifeMinistry:  Having someone go out of their way to give me a recommendation 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

waynemcevilly:  great question requires reflection RT @scedmonds RT @lollydaskal Q8: 
What is the best encouragement you have ever received? #leadfromwithin  

12:43 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Q8: I was encouraged greatly today by @lollydaskal who showed she 
believes in me. #leadfromwithin  

12:43 Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A3: Encouragement makes it possible when you feel 



am  its impossible. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: A7 Instilling hope is sometimes as simple as a 
hug #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love you. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A8 - the best encouragement is when all things hoped for, now seem 
within ur grasp -the person that instills that is a gem #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Love it! RT @lynnfishman: A8. Encouragement is priceless when we 
have self-doubts. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @_eric_holt RT @earthliz: Hm... Cherish isn't a word I think of when 
I think of leadership. < An IMPORTANT discussion! #Leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @KatTansey: RT @encouraging: "Encouragement 
whispers I love you, and never stops." #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

magicalteacher:  RT @waynemcevilly: I believe that you cannot encourage someone 
without first having listened to them. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

heart_path:  Perfectly stated, Lolly! RT @LollyDaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I 
see you. I hear you. I love you. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love 
you. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

shamsalsamaray:  RT @lynnfishman: A8. Encouragement is priceless when we have self-
doubts. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Nice! RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I 
love you. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A8: The best encouragement has come from those that have created their 
own path and humbly share the lessons learned. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @magicalteacher: RT @waynemcevilly: I believe that you cannot 
encourage someone without first having listened to them. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

lollydaskal:  I cherish you @jesselynstoner and I do believe in you! #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

womanonajourney:  Yes, so true! RT @heart_path: Beautiful thoughts and words of 
encouragement tonight, LFW'ers!! #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

kathysaiful:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you plant a seed of encouragement do not 
keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  A7 RT YES Lea:) There is a universal communicability about genuine 
hope & encouragement - gotta live it! #leadfromwithin  

12:44 
am  

scedmonds:  A8: The best encouragement I've received was "I believe in you. You'll do 
great on this!" . . . with a hug, of course. #leadfromwithin  



12:45 
am  

mccellarangel:  A8. Hmm, intriguing. What if nothing comes to mind? #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @AmieHoffFitness Im feeling very encouraged right now. Just sayin'. 
:- < Wonderful!!! Me too... #Leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

Cybuhr:  A8: Odd, but what comes to mind is not so much the successes as the 
times when someone has give me room to fail. #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

itsasmallpond:  A8: Out-of-the-blue observation that what attracts clients to me is my 
heart invested in projects. Drive-by encouragement. #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

lynnfishman:  RT @jesselynstoner: RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see 
you. I hear you. I love you. #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

scedmonds:  Me, too, Jess! RT @lollydaskal: I cherish you @jesselynstoner and I do 
believe in you! #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

helenantholis:  The best. RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear 
you. I love you. #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A8 The best encouragement I have ever received has come from the 
#DivineWithin, often speaking with my #Mother 's voice! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

MelindaTodd:  People want to feel like they matter. What they say has value = 
encouragement. #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Ha! That should have been A9. #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q9: Is it easier to give or receive encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:45 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q4: One synonym for ?encourage? is ?cherish?. 
Define ?cherish #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q9: Is it easier to give or receive encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

heart_path:  RT @My_WebEvent:The best encouragmnt has come from those who 
have created their own path & humbly share the lessons learned. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

kylenekaelin:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love 
you. #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

scedmonds:  POWERFUL. RT @helenantholis: The best. RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best 
encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love you. #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

pastorkevcamp:  I have enjoyed the encouragement tweets. Thanks #Leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

StrategicMonk:  @mccellarangel My father once told me, "Well, that wasn't so bad, was 
it?" For him, that was pretty effusive. #leadfromwithin  



12:46 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q9: Is it easier to give or receive encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you plant a seed of encouragement do not 
keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  A7: RT Yes @LollyDaskal Instilling hope makes space for grace 
#leadfromwithin how beautifully expressed!  

12:46 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Priceless to receive. So inexpensive to give. RT @lynnfishman: A8. 
Encouragement is priceless when we have self-doubts. #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

stephiegal:  RT @LollyDaskal A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love 
you. #leadfromwithin // So much powerful care in those words.  

12:46 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  A8 the best encouragement is belief #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

TracyNDalton:  RT @womanonajourney: A good definition for encourage is "to come 
alongside" #leadfromwithin  

12:46 
am  

Encouraging:  ?Simple Encouragement? speaks life to potential, healing to pain, and 
light to darkness. #Leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: To cherish is to care for someone. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

parchmentgirl37:  RT @MelindaTodd: RT @lollydaskal: A5: when you plant a seed of 
encouragement do not keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

waynemcevilly:  Yes! Q8 is a powerful inducement to contemplation. RT @mccellarangel 
A8. Hmm, intriguing. What if nothing comes to mind? #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

heart_path:  RT @Encouraging: ?Simple Encouragement? speaks life to potential, 
healing to pain, and light to darkness. #Leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @itsasmallpond: a9: Priceless to receive. So inexpensive to give. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

sweetmotivator:  RT @dave_carpenter: Bravo: RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by 
finding what gives them joy and giving them an opportunity to experience 
it #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

kathysaiful:  RT @LollyDaskal: A6: When you see someone making positive changes 
in their lives, affirm them #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Easier for me to give. I love making people feel better! Q9: Is it easier to 
give or receive #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: To cherish is be fond of someone 
#leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

scedmonds:  A9: It is easier for me to offer encouragement than to receive it. I often 
respond with "yeah, but . . . " Not helpful. #leadfromwithin  



12:47 
am  

mstwilosophy:  RT @lollydaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love 
you. #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

Encouraging:  A9 Probably give (although I really do like it)! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

earthliz:  This! RT @Cybuhr: A8: Odd, but what comes to mind is not so much the 
successes as the times some1 has give me room to fail. #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

Cybuhr:  Q9: Receiving encouragement can be hard, it's a little push forwards, and 
I may be comfortable where I am. #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

heart_path:  Well said! RT @LollyDaskal: RT @itsasmallpond: a9: Priceless to 
receive. So inexpensive to give. #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

john_paul:  A9: Receiving genuine encouragement is like water to a thirsty soul. It ia 
always easy to receive encouragement. #leadfromwithin  

12:47 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  A9. Im a giver, much easier. I need encouragement to be a receiver. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A4: To cherish is to treat someone with tenderness 
#leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

lynnfishman:  A7: RT Yes @LollyDaskal Instilling hope makes space for grace. Grace 
is the most wonderful of gifts! #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

My_WebEvent:  A9: I find it easier to give. To receive you have to be willing to ask for 
help! #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

thehealthmaven:  A9 - no regrets with giving encouragement - there can be regret with not 
lending words at the right time....#leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Maybe you've been focused on giving OUT ecouragement RT 
@mccellarangel: A8. Hmm, intriguing. What if nothing comes to mind? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

john_paul:  A9: Giving encouragement is always easy when you come from a place of 
heart felt love. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

mccellarangel:  A9. Neither better or worse. It's best to give AND allow yourself to 
receive. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

heart_path:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: A9. Im a giver, much easier. I need 
encouragement to be a receiver. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

helenantholis:  Giving for me is easier; receiving is welcome. RT @lollydaskal: Q9: Is it 
easier to give or receive encouragement? #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @mccellarangel I think that when nothing comes to mind (I'm in that boat 
with Q8) that is an invitation to deep reflection. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @john_paul: Receiving genuine encouragement is like water to a 
thirsty soul. It is always easy to receive encouragement. #leadfromwithin  



12:48 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  RT @john_paul: A9: Receiving genuine encouragement is like water to a 
thirsty soul. It ia always easy to receive encouragement. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @helenantholis: A4. Cherish means to feel 
devotion toward. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

rrommel8888:  RT @lollydaskal: Q9: Is it easier to give or receive encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

worksmarta:  A9: I would think to receive - but sometimes people have difficulty 
receiving and can't open their minds to it. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

ConfidentFamily:  RT @Encouraging: ?Simple Encouragement? speaks life to potential, 
healing to pain, and light to darkness. #Leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

heart_path:  Agreed. RT @John_Paul: A9: Giving encouragement is always easy when 
you come from a place of heart felt love. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

iconleth:  RE-n-co-rage 2 C & Feel It, as it is. #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

TracyNDalton:  RT @MelindaTodd: RT @jesselynstoner: We excite others by finding 
what gives them joy and giving them an opportunity to experience it 
#leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

JFeskorn:  A9: Sincere encouragement grows within the person, insincere grows 
without the person #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @AmieHoffFitness A9. Im a giver, much easier. I need 
encouragement to be a receiver. < PLEASE receive our love! :) 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

TracyNDalton:  RT @MelindaTodd: Sometimes to be encouraged, we have to give 
encouragement! #leadfromwithin  

12:48 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @iconleth: RE-n-co-rage 2 C & Feel It, as it is. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

My_WebEvent:  I TOTALLY AGREE! >RT @AmieHoffFitness: A9. Im a giver, much 
easier. I need encouragement to be a receiver. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

jcbama85:  RT "@LollyDaskal: Q9: Is it easier to give or receive encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin" ....give  

12:49 
am  

TracyNDalton:  RT @MelindaTodd: Being honest about your own struggles and triumphs 
can give others hope! #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JFeskorn: A9: Sincere encouragement grows within the person, 
insincere grows without the person #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

Jsan0900:  @LollyDaskal Honor Openly Praise Eternally #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @TracyNDalton: RT @MelindaTodd: Sometimes to be encouraged, 
we have to give encouragement! #leadfromwithin  



12:49 
am  

fadedoctor:  It's easier for me to give encouragement than to receive it because I have 
to work on being overly humble #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

lynnfishman:  It is usually easier to give encouragement yet we often receive it ourselves 
in unexpected ways. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

Don_Lindo:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JFeskorn: A9: Sincere encouragement grows 
within the person, insincere grows without the person #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

franklinmethod:  RT @waynemcevilly: I believe sincere encouragement is best when 
accompanied by enthusiasm-that we see a divine presence within the 
other. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q5: Do you think of encouragement as progressive, or 
a one-time act? #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @MelindaTodd: When we don't say no when we should, we give our 
power over to someone else. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

waynemcevilly:  A8 - a sidetrack thought -> the #energy in this tweetroom right now is 
very very encouraging! #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

TracyNDalton:  RT @MelindaTodd: When we don't say no when we should, we give our 
power over to someone else. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

itsasmallpond:  @john_paul Ugh. Sometimes I find encouragement so hard to receive. 
Maybe when it touches some insecurity or fear. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

Cybuhr:  A9: What's really hard is realizing you missed an opportunity to 
encourage. #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @JFeskorn: A9: Sincere encouragement grows 
within the person, insincere grows without the person #leadfromwithin  

12:49 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  I am indeed feeling the love, thank you @Encouraging! #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

scedmonds:  A9: The best encouragement I've received came from someone who had a 
LOT invested in the project but focused totally on me. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lynnfishman: It is usually easier to give encouragement yet we often 
receive it ourselves in unexpected ways. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @StrategicMonk: A8: "Yes, you can do this." #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: RT @mccellarangel: A5: If you "lead" you encourage, 
actively (voice) passively (conduct). #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

My_WebEvent:  YES!> RT @lynnfishman: It is usually easier to give encouragement yet 
we often receive it ourselves in unexpected ways. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

lollydaskal:  Q10: How would you encourage others to lead from within 
#leadfromwithin  



12:50 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @waynemcevilly A8 - a sidetrack thought -> the #energy in this 
tweetroom right now is very very encouraging! < I love it! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

MelindaTodd:  I HATE that! RT @Cybuhr: A9: Whats really hard is realizing you missed 
an opportunity to encourage. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @Cybuhr: A9: Whats really hard is realizing you missed an 
opportunity to encourage. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

scedmonds:  RT @lollydaskal Q10: How would you encourage others to lead from 
within? #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

heart_path:  A9: When it is heart felt, encouragement is easy to give.To receive 
encouragement our heart must be open & willing to trust. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @StrategicMonk: RT @Cybuhr: A9: Whats really hard is realizing 
you missed an opportunity to encourage. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

Viviborne:  RT @womanonajourney: RT @MelindaTodd: When we don't say no 
when we should, we give our power over to someone else. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Very True! RT @Cybuhr: A9: Whats really hard is realizing you missed 
an opportunity to encourage. #leadfromwithin  

12:50 
am  

john_paul:  RT @waynemcevilly A8 - a sidetrack thought -> the #energy in this 
tweetroom right now is very very encouraging! <- always :) 
#leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lynnfishman: A8. Encouragement is priceless when we have self-
doubts. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A5: when you plant a seed of encouragement do not 
keep looking into the "soil" to see if its growing. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  A10: Tell people how they?ve encouraged you! #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to keep your values 
visible. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

womanonajourney:  ((HUG)) RT @AmieHoffFitness: Im feeling very encouraged right now. 
Just sayin'. :-) #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

OrlandoLifework:  RT @lollydaskal: A6: When you see someone making positive changes in 
their lives, affirm them #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

john_paul:  RT @lollydaskal Q10: How would you encourage others to lead from 
within? #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: Q6: Another word for ?encourage? is ?stimulate?. 
How do you excite others? #leadfromwithin  

12:51 itsasmallpond:  So true. Fertile ground, in a sense. RT @heart_path: A9: To receive 



am  encouragement our heart must be open & willing to trust. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  #leadfromwithin Research indicates @Encouraging others is 1 of 4 Main 
Factors that RAISE Self Efficacy beliefs 2 (cont) http://tl.gd/9i9tkn  

12:51 
am  

scedmonds:  A10: To encourage others to lead from within, I'd ask that they pay more 
attention to caring than calculating. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

lollydaskal:  A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to express your beliefs 
openly and honestly. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @jesselynstoner: Q8: I was encouraged greatly today by @lollydaskal 
who showed she believes in me. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

earthliz:  Am I the odd man out? I love receiving encouragement. I take every bit to 
heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

CoryGiles:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to keep 
your values visible. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

CoryGiles:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Tell people how they?ve encouraged you! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to keep 
your values visible. #leadfromwithin  

12:51 
am  

MrsRoadshow:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Tell people how they?ve encouraged you! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

itsdmoneyallen:  The important thing is this: To be able at any moment to sacrifice what we 
are for what we could become. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  A10: Encouraging others to lead from within by keeping your heart open 
#leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A7: Become aware of what encourages you, and do 
those same to stimulate others. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to 
express your beliefs openly and honestly. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

worksmarta:  I do too. RT @earthliz: Am I the odd man out? I love receiving 
encouragement. I take every bit to heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @heart_path: Perfectly stated, Lolly! RT @LollyDaskal: A9: Best 
encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love you. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @earthliz: Am I the odd man out? I love receiving encouragement. I 
take every bit to heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

heart_path:  A10: We encourage others to leadfromwithin by aligning their values to 
their leadership. It is a process of trust . #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

jesselynstoner:  A10: I would say, "Wherever you are is OK. You were doing the best you 
could." #leadfromwithin  



12:52 
am  

earthliz:  A9 I think it's really important to truly hear encouragement as much as 
you hear the criticisms. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  I AM HERE FOR YOU! RT @earthliz: Am I the odd man out? I love 
receiving encouragement. I take every bit to heart. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @lollydaskal A10: Tell people how they?ve encouraged you! < You 
have been the PERFECT coach, Lolly! We all love you! #Leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

MelindaTodd:  A10: Encouraging someone by sharing our own failures and triumphs. We 
all need HOPE. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

john_paul:  A10: gentle reminders that when the valley is obscured by clouds the sun 
is working to make its way through. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

jas50:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to 
express your beliefs openly and honestly. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

worksmarta:  Encouragement is received by those who want to receive it. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Yes or that you might have actually DIScouraged. RT @Cybuhr: A9: 
Hard realizing you missed an opportunity to encourage. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

mccellarangel:  A 10. Know thyself, be true to core beliefs, allow convictions to grow 
stronger through repition. #leadfromwithin  

12:52 
am  

lollydaskal:  A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you held on for so 
long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

jesselynstoner:  First you have to find your heart to be able to lead from it. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you 
held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

divacafemoms:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Tell people how they?ve encouraged you! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A6: Use encouragement as an outreach to stimulate 
and connect #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @MelindaTodd: A10: Encouraging someone by sharing our own 
failures and triumphs. We all need HOPE. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

scedmonds:  A10: Encourage others to lead from within by serving other's needs before 
serving their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @@earthliz: Am I the odd man out? I love receiving encouragement. I 
take every bit to heart. < Wonderful! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @mccellarangel: A 10. Know thyself, be true to core beliefs, allow 
convictions to grow stronger through repetition. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 womanonajourney:  AMEN! RT @MelindaTodd: People want to feel like they matter. What 



am  they say has value = encouragement. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lollydaskal: Q9: Is it easier to give or receive encouragement? 
#leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

utahbizdev:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Encouraging others to lead from within is to keep 
your values visible. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

Its_Me_Ita:  RT @LollyDaskal: A6: When you see someone making positive changes 
in their lives, affirm them #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

davekimjr:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @mccellarangel: Encouragement can stimulate 
action, allowing barriers to be broken and growth to occur. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

heart_path:  Beautiful, Jesse. And so true! RT @JesseLynStoner: First you have to 
find your heart to be able to lead from it. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @scedmonds: A10: Encourage others to lead from within by serving 
others needs before serving their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Nice! RT @scedmonds: A10: Encourage others to lead from within by 
serving others needs before serving their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

heart_path:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @scedmonds: A10: Encourage others to lead from 
within by serving others needs before serving their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

kiaaura:  RT @LollyDaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why 
you held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @scedmonds A10: Encourage others to lead from within by serving 
other's needs before serving their own. < Excellent! #Leadfromwithin  

12:53 
am  

itsasmallpond:  RT @scedmonds: A10: To encourage others to lead from within, ask that 
they pay more attention to caring than calculating. #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

_4Karen:  RT @Encouraging: Encouragement is progressive, except when it's not! :) 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

earthliz:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you 
held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

lollydaskal:  A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be the finest person that it is 
in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

womanonajourney:  I feel it is easier to give encouragement. Maybe that says something abt 
why I suffered nervous breakdown? #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

scedmonds:  A10: Encourage others to lead from with by saying, "when you are 
overwhelmed, breathe deeply & let your values stand firm." 
#leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @earthliz: RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, 
remember why you held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  



12:54 
am  

Krystjen1:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Tell people how they?ve encouraged you! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

MelindaTodd:  RT @scedmonds: A10: Encourage others to lead from within by serving 
others needs before serving their own. #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

heart_path:  RT @scedmonds: A10: Encourage others to lead from with by saying, 
"when you are overwhelmed, breathe deeply & let your values stand 
firm." #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

kathysaiful:  RT @LollyDaskal: A9: Best encouragement : I see you. I hear you. I love 
you. #leadfromwithin  

12:54 
am  

Encouraging:  Simple Encouragement is a hidden power full of life, healing, and light! 
http://budurl.com/TheMovementBlog #Leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

helenantholis:  By having them tune in to this tweetchat each week. RT @lollydaskal: 
Q10: How would you encourage others to lead from within 
#leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Luv! RT @lollydaskal: A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be 
the finest person that it is in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

mccellarangel:  RT @AmieHoffFitness: Yes! RT @scedmonds: A10: Encourage others to 
ld from w/in by serving others needs b4 serving their own. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  not breakdown @womanonajourney I call it breakthrough! 
#leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Encouragement must be given away for free to be genuine. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  to encourage someone to lead from within is to put service over self 
#leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

Encouraging:  A10 To seek to "care" more than "cure"! #Leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

TNT1987TerryS:  RT @lollydaskal: RT @jesselynstoner: French and latin root is cour - 
heart; take heart #leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

scedmonds:  AMEN! RT @helenantholis: Encourage others by having them tune in to 
this tweetchat each week. #leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

StrategicMonk:  A10: Appreciating & affirming the benefits & effectiveness of 
authenticity & deeper understanding of values & principles. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @MelindaTodd: Encouragement must be given away for free to be 
genuine. #leadfromwithin  

12:55 
am  

SteveKoss:  A10 asking ?what can I do for you? can be a game change, puzzle builder 
vs. providing traditional encouragement #leadfromwithin  



12:56 
am  

Cybuhr:  RT @MelindaTodd: Encouragement must be given away for free to be 
genuine. #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

addaboyclothing:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you 
held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

john_paul:  RT @helenantholis A10: By having them tune in to this tweetchat each 
week. <- haha. :) #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

My_WebEvent:  YES! Without any of our own expectations!>RT @MelindaTodd: 
Encouragement must be given away for free to be genuine. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @earthliz: RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, 
remember why you held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

lollydaskal:  YES! RT @scedmonds: AMEN! RT @helenantholis: Encourage others 
by having them tune in to this tweetchat each week. #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

heart_path:  Beautiful words of encouragement from all! #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

Cybuhr:  That gets at the core. RT @Encouraging: A10 To seek to "care" more than 
"cure"! #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @SteveKoss: A10 asking ?what can I do for u? can be a game change 
puzzle builder vs. providing traditional encouragement #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

MelindaTodd:  My upcoming book is on encouraging :) #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @john_paul: RT @helenantholis A10: By having them tune in to this 
tweetchat each week. <- haha. :) #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @RT @helenantholis: Encourage others by having them tune in to 
this tweetchat each week. < I love it! :) #Leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

KJJargon28:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be the 
finest person that it is in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

itsasmallpond:  A10: Encouraging others by cheering when they have the courage to 
follow their own priorities and values. #leadfromwithin  

12:56 
am  

scedmonds:  Terrific! RT @MelindaTodd: Encouragement must be given away for free 
to be genuine. #leadfromwithin  

12:57 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @helenantholis: By having them tune in to this tweetchat each week. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:57 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  Q 10 @Encouraging others 2 #leadfromwithin requires trust in oneself, 
others and the greater good for all  

12:57 
am  

Akevy613:  RT @worksmarta: RT @earthliz: RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel 
like giving up, remember why you held on for so long in the first place. 
#leadfromwithin  



12:57 
am  

JFeskorn:  Had to go help my daughter with her math...I encouraged her she was 
capable on her own...thanks @lollydaskal #leadfromwithin  

12:57 
am  

womanonajourney:  Encourage others as you would like to be encouraged. #leadfromwithin  

12:57 
am  

jesselynstoner:  I like it because it's straight forward. RT @SteveKoss: asking ?what can I 
do for you? = a puzzle builder vs. traditional #leadfromwithin  

12:57 
am  

sherryfetzer:  RT @LollyDaskal A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be the 
finest person that it is in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

12:57 
am  

Encouraging:  You are all so beautiful! I "cherish" this discussion. Thank *you*! 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

scedmonds:  Yes! RT @EdwardColozzi: @Encouraging others 2 #leadfromwithin 
requires trust in oneself, others and the greater good for all 
#leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

helenantholis:  It's where we learn:-)RT @john_paul: RT @helenantholis A10: By 
having them tune in to this tweetchat each week. <- haha. :) 
#leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @dave_carpenter: Bravo: RT @veezy: Giving encouragement 
requires good listening. This incl a variety of signals, not just what they're 
saying #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you @encouraging for "encouraging" us in the most simple and 
profound way. Grateful to you. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

MelindaTodd:  If you read a good article, leave that blogger a comment and tell them you 
liked it and why. Takes less than a minute. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @womanonajourney: Encourage others as you would like to be 
encouraged. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  I like this! RT @womanonajourney: Encourage others as you would like 
to be encouraged. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you dearest Leaders of #leadfromwithin Community. Your insights 
and wisdom is so encouraging and empowering. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @scedmonds: To encourage others to lead from within, I'd ask that 
they pay more attention to caring than calculating. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

heart_path:  Thank you all for such inspiring words! Like @encouraging, I, too, 
cherish this discussion every week. #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

itsasmallpond:  Very encouraging thoughts tonight. So glad I caught a few minutes of 
#leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

My_WebEvent:  THANK YOU! >RT @Encouraging: You are all so beautiful! I "cherish" 
this discussion. Thank *you* #leadfromwithin  

12:58 waynemcevilly:  @Encouraging @LollyDaskal Great hour! Thank you both and everyone 



am  else who participated! A marriage of #energy & #form #leadfromwithin  

12:58 
am  

john_paul:  RT @Encouraging You are all so beautiful! I "cherish" this discussion. 
Thank *you*! < - You are certainly welcome, Thomas! #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

Encouraging:  Remember, you all have the freedom to become the very best you that you 
can be! #Leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

SteveKoss:  Very true, tuning the antenna (ears) & command receiver (eyes) to 
#leadfromwithin can be a powerful breakthrough  

12:59 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @itsdmoneyallen: The important thing is this: To be able at any 
moment to sacrifice what we are for what we could become. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

WhereUneverBen:  A10 encourage others by being a good example #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Thank you all, very inspirational! Hope we meet again. #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

heart_path:  RT @womanonajourney: RT @itsdmoneyallen: The important thing is 
this: To be able at any moment to sacrifice what we are for what we could 
become. #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @lollydaskal: Thank you dearest Leaders of #leadfromwithin 
Community. Your insights and wisdom is so encouraging and 
empowering.  

12:59 
am  

jesselynstoner:  RT @waynemcevilly: @Encouraging @LollyDaskal Great hour! Thank 
you both and everyone else who participated! #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

sherryfetzer:  RT @womanonajourney Encourage others as you would like to be 
encouraged. #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

scedmonds:  :) RT @heart_path: Thank you all for such inspiring words! Like 
@encouraging, I, too, cherish this discussion every week. 
#leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

eLifeMinistry:  A10: Value the efforts of others #Leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @lollydaskal Thank you Leaders of #leadfromwithin Community. 
Your insights and wisdom is so encouraging and empowering. 
#Leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

helenantholis:  Most grateful! RT @lollydaskal: Thank you @encouraging for 
"encouraging" us in the most simple and profound way. #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @MelindaTodd: A10: Encouraging someone by sharing our own 
failures and triumphs. We all need HOPE. #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

JimmySW:  @MargieClayman 2, 3, & more:) #Tchat #Leadershipchat #pr20chat 
#leadfromwithin & probably a dozen more wonderful chats. 
#informationoverload  



12:59 
am  

scedmonds:  Come back next Tuesday, Amie! RT @AmieHoffFitness: Thank you all, 
very inspirational! Hope we meet again. #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Very inspiring tonight! #leadfromwithin  

12:59 
am  

thehealthmaven:  RT @LollyDaskal: Thank you dearest Leaders of #leadfromwithin 
Community. Your insights and wisdom is so encou? (cont) 
http://deck.ly/~VzFLC  

12:59 
am  

lollydaskal:  Thank you all and we will see you next week When @helenantholis is our 
guest and our Topic is: The Core of Choice #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

frelle:  RT @MelindaTodd: Encouragement must be given away for free to be 
genuine. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

JFeskorn:  Thank you @lollydraskal @encouraging; I look forward to the transcript! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you 
held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @sherryfetzer RT @womanonajourney Encourage others as you 
would like to be encouraged. #Leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

john_paul:  Thank you everyone for your inspiring words. You are a breath of fresh 
air and hope - a marvelous example of humanity. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

womanonajourney:  So true! RT @jesselynstoner: First you have to find your heart to be able 
to lead from it. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be the 
finest person that it is in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

scedmonds:  Thanks for another terrific LFW community discussion, @lollydaskal. 
Great questions from you and @Encouraging tonight. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

earthliz:  Thanks everyone! Special Thanks @lollydaskal and @encouraging! I 
look forward to learning more about you thru-out the week! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

OrlandoLifework:  RT @womanonajourney: So true! RT @jesselynstoner: First you have to 
find your heart to be able to lead from it. #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

heart_path:  Oh Helen @helenantholis, looking forward to the topic next week! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

AmieHoffFitness:  Thank you @encouraging and @lollydaskal, you done good! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

lollydaskal:  Each and everyone here tonight you were so smart, brilliant and filled 
with such courage and encouragement #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

CareerSpan:  Encourage has the word "urge" hidden inside to verify it's 
meaning.#leadfromwithin  



1:00 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @MelindaTodd Very inspiring tonight! < Thank *you*! 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @Encouraging @LollyDaskal It is all so beautifully organized and 
structured, yet there is freedom - Great twitterchat! #leadfromwithin  

1:00 
am  

lynnfishman:  A10. By exposing yourself to new people & ideas you grow. That is a 
benefit of this #leadfromwithin chat.  

1:01 
am  

iconleth:  Be-n-courage-ment! Cheers,Peeps! have a great week #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

dapperandclassy:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you 
held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

worksmarta:  RT @lollydaskal: Thank you all & we will see you next week when 
@helenantholis is our guest. Topic is: The Core of Choice 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

addicted2lifeca:  RT @My_WebEvent: A2: To encourage you have to be vulnerable, open 
up to your own life lessons and how you overcame obstacles! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

TheeBabyLady:  RT @Encouraging: RT @sherryfetzer RT @womanonajourney 
Encourage others as you would like to be encouraged. #Leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

thehealthmaven:  Wonderful chat tonight...& encouraging to be with the warmest folks at 
#leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

heart_path:  RT @worksmarta: RT @lollydaskal: Thank you all & we will see you 
next week when @helenantholis is our guest. Topic is: The Core of 
Choice #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

OrlandoLifework:  RT @sherryfetzer: RT @womanonajourney Encourage others as you 
would like to be encouraged. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @CareerSpan: Encourage has the word "urge" hidden inside to verify 
its meaning. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

scedmonds:  Terrific! RT @lollydaskal: Thank you all and we will see you next week 
when @helenantholis is our guest co-host. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

Tzakmlqiel:  RT @lollydaskal: Each and everyone here tonight you were so smart, 
brilliant and filled with such courage and encouragement #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: When you feel like giving up, remember why you 
held on for so long in the first place. #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be the 
finest person that it is in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

1:01 
am  

worksmarta:  Thank you for leading and encouraging us through this chat! @lollydaskal 
@Encouraging #leadfromwithin  

1:01 mccellarangel:  A very impressive gathering indeed. Cheers! #leadfromwithin  



am  

1:02 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @waynemcevilly: @Encouraging @LollyDaskal It is all so 
beautifully organized &structured, yet there is freedom <CHERISH U 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

scedmonds:  Great to "see" you, Lea! RT @thehealthmaven: Wonderful chat 
tonight...& encouraging to be with the warmest folks at #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

helenantholis:  Looking forward to it!RT @lollydaskal: Thank you all;see you next week 
When @helenantholis is our guest;The Core of Choice #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

MelindaTodd:  Encouragement must be given away for free to be genuine. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

scedmonds:  YES! RT @lynnfishman: By exposing yourself to new people & ideas 
you grow. That is a benefit of this #leadfromwithin chat. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

queenofjoy:  RT @jesselynstoner: First you have to find your heart to be able to lead 
from it. #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: Encouraging others to lead from within by 
keeping your heart open #leadfromwithin  

1:02 
am  

EdwardColozzi:  TY ALL participating in #leadfromwithin 4 another evening of wonderful 
insights:) EdC  

1:03 
am  

My_WebEvent:  What an incredible, uplifting chat tonight! Reminds us how important it is 
to give & receive encouragement! #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

helenantholis:  RT @scedmonds: Terrific! RT @lollydaskal: Thank you all; we will see 
you next week when @helenantholis is our guest co-host. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

OrlandoLifework:  RT @Encouraging: ?Simple Encouragement? speaks life to potential, 
healing to pain, and light to darkness. #Leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

scedmonds:  Great to have you on board tonight, Martin! RT @mccellarangel: A very 
impressive gathering indeed. Cheers! #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

DaveDeeInc:  RT @lollydaskal: A10: To discover yourself; to be yourself; to be the 
finest person that it is in your nature to be #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

LorenaHeletea:  RT @lollydaskal: Q10: How would you encourage others to lead from 
within #leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

eLifeMinistry:  Glad I came terrific session. Thanks #Leadfromwithin  

1:03 
am  

Cybuhr:  Thank you, @lollydaskal @Encouraging and all the LFWs! Very 
encouraging indeed! #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

womanonajourney:  Lots of encouraging people here! Will be following many new tweeps 
tonight! #leadfromwithin  



1:04 
am  

womanonajourney:  RT @Encouraging: Remember, you all have the freedom to become the 
very best you that you can be! #Leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

scedmonds:  See y'all next week - be safe, be encouraging! #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @lollydaskal Thanks for another wonderful topic! So grateful for this 
tweetchat:) #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

lollydaskal:  So happy you joined us this evening @AmieHoffFitness come back next 
week. your insights were meaningful. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

Encouraging:  Always remember, "Hearts filled with courage can rise to ANY 
challenge!" #Leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

helenantholis:  Wonderfully encouraging thoughts from all! Thank you @lollydaskal and 
@Encouraging for your leadership on this topic. #leadfromwithin  

1:04 
am  

Viviborne:  @womanonajourney Reading so many wonderful things!!! Love it! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

mccellarangel:  @scedmonds I owe it all to you; thank you for the link!! My best to you! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  So happy you joined us @womanonajourney this is a community of heart 
based leaders. Happy you are here. #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

scedmonds:  See you next week, Steph! RT @My_WebEvent: @lollydaskal Thanks 
for another wonderful topic! So grateful for this tweetchat. 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @Encouraging Thanks for your leadership tonight! Very inspiring! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

scedmonds:  Happy to help! RT @mccellarangel: @scedmonds I owe it all to you; 
thank you for the link!! My best to you! #leadfromwithin  

1:05 
am  

lollydaskal:  So honored you joined us. @My_WebEvent #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  You my friend I cherish with all my heart @scedmonds #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @AmieHoffFitness Thanks for the RT and communicating - 
#leadfromwithin is a #superchat  

1:06 
am  

Encouraging:  "Simple Encouragement ~ Bringing encouragement to a whole new 
level!" Learn more at the website. #Leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

My_WebEvent:  @scedmonds Yes! Have a great rest of your week! I LOVE Tuesdays:) 
#leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

johnsonwhitney:  RT @jesselynstoner @lollydaskal Encouragement makes it possible when 
you feel its impossible. #leadfromwithin  



1:06 
am  

StrategicMonk:  RT @JesseLynStoner First you have to find your heart to be able to lead 
from it. #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @Encouraging: "Simple Encouragement ~ Bringing encouragement to 
a whole new level!" Learn more at the website. #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

SavvyBabii:  A1: Encouragement is an act of giving hope #leadfromwithin RT 
@LollyDaskal @elisatalk @MamaBritt  

1:06 
am  

scedmonds:  It's a mutual admiration society, Lolly! RT @lollydaskal: You my friend I 
cherish with all my heart @scedmonds #leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

TheeBabyLady:  Love it! RT @Encouraging Always remember, "Hearts filled with 
courage can rise to ANY challenge!" #Leadfromwithin  

1:06 
am  

lollydaskal:  RT @JesseLynStoner First you have to find your heart to be able to lead 
from it. #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

DarleneTemple:  RT @Encouraging: ?The heart of me cares to know the essence of you?. 
#Leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

waynemcevilly:  @prideas Thank you very much for the RT during one of the most 
thoughtful chats I've yet discovered on Twitter - #leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @waynemcevilly @AmieHoffFitness Thanks for the RT and 
communicating TYSM... Great to connect! #Leadfromwithin  

1:07 
am  

worksmarta:  How well do you LEAD? Preview to upcoming ebookette 
http://bit.ly/hOECbW #leadership #leadfromwithin #selfassessment  

1:07 
am  

My_WebEvent:  RT @johnsonwhitney: RT @jesselynstoner @lollydaskal Encouragement 
makes it possible when you feel its impossible. #leadfromwithin  

1:08 
am  

Encouraging:  RT @TheeBabyLady Love it! RT @Encouraging "Hearts filled with 
courage can rise to ANY challenge!" < I love you! #Leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

jesselynstoner:  Thanks so much, Chris. It means a lot! RT @scedmonds: Me, too, Jess! 
#leadfromwithin  

1:09 
am  

scedmonds:  :) RT @jesselynstoner: Thanks so much, Chris. It means a lot! RT 
@scedmonds: Me, too, Jess! #leadfromwithin 

	  


